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1. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Island Line Sign & Amenities Plan aims
to link together the existing stretches of the
multi-use paths that pass through Burlington,
Colchester, and South Hero under a seamless
design aesthetic. With potential to extend
further south through the Champlain Valley
and north to Quebec, the Island Line will
become a world-class destination, enriching
our communities and enhancing the economic
stimulus that the path brings to the region.

The Island Line pathway is a concept and a
name derived from the original Island Line
railroad route established by the Rutland
Railroad. This route was once marketed as a
scenic trip along Lake Champlain to the
Islands. The present day Island Line has
spectacular views along its length, a rich
cultural and natural history to present to
pathway travelers and the added benefit of
connecting the communities which it serves.
The project has developed a distinct logo and
identity for the path, a comprehensive and
continuous sign system which will assist the
diverse growing number of users in navigating
the trail safely and enjoyably, and a series of
amenities such as restrooms and “pause
places” where people can rest and learn more
about the town and the region. Removing
signs and reducing clutter in the corridor is
another critical element of this effort. The
importance of the individual communities’
needs and the distinct local character is also a
key component of the Island Line sign and
amenities plan as well as ensuring that the
path does not negatively impact adjacent
landowners. Individual parks and route
segments will be identified in the sign system
and kiosks at key locations will feature the
local history and character, available
amenities and nearby off the path
destinations associated with that particular
location. This project thus provides a
blueprint for the implementation of the Island
Line initiative. Additional funding and the
commitment of the involved constituencies
and pathway users will be essential for this
plan to be implemented as the next step of
this effort.

A Regional Path

The Island Line Steering Committee
delineated the proposed Island Line corridor.
The goal of this process was to unify the
corridor with an overarching design aesthetic,
while incorporating and responding to a
variety of local, regional and state interests. A
clear understanding of the regional and state
hierarchy of sign systems helped the
committee achieve this goal.

The Island Line is a “trunk line” for the
northwest region of Lake Champlain shoreline
and islands. The overall route designation
encompasses at least three and possibly four
other local/regional routes while striving to
keep individual path identities intact; 1) the
Burlington Bikeway; 2) the Colchester Park
Pathways; 3) a proposed South Hero
Recreation Path (as yet to be determined);
and, 4) where it would follow/overlap with the
Lake Champlain Bikeways Route. Connected
to or intersecting with the Island Line are a
number of other pathways and routes such as
a themed loop represented by Cycle The City
bike route and municipal systems such as the
South Burlington Recreation Path and Cross
Vermont Trail.

A key challenge was to accommodate the
individual systems and municipal/state
components, preserving their individual
identities while creating an overall sign and
identity approach that will provide the user
with the sense that he or she is following a
corridor which has something to offer that is
more than the sum of its parts. This leads to a
hierarchical approach to the sign program.
We have established the different local,
municipal/state and Island Line components
and how and where they should be used.
However, for the Island Line concept to
succeed it must provide a consistent approach
to signing and graphics in the corridor. This
will be made possible through the collective
implementation of signs, identity and
branding in all forms of media- not just signs;
and through other elements and amenities
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such as a system of markers that will be
proposed as well as kiosks and environmental
art.

Path Identity

The Island Line name and logo have been
developed through a collaborative process
involving the design team and representatives
of project stakeholders. The name “Island
Line” is borrowed from the historic Rutland
Railroad route that was promoted as a scenic
passenger line; a majority of the path follows
this route closely. The process concluded that
primary logo elements should be: 1) the
unique landscape; 2) a trail, the path itself
conveying the sense of what the “line” actually
is; and, 3) a light-hearted quality, not formal,
one that is fun and somewhat more loose in
its graphic presentation. The logo has been
designed to be effective in black and white
and in various color themes. It is versatile in
that in can also be applied in image only and
text only formats. To further strengthen the
concept of a “trunk line”, the community
name displayed in the logo will change as the
user travels along the path.

Proposed Signs and Amenities

The plan calls for a seamless design theme
through a system of 1) on-road and pathway
signs provided for under the standards of the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD); 2) a standardized system of path
warning and regulatory signs; 3) Island Line
identity and directional signs; 4)
informational trailhead kiosks; 5) a shelter to
disguise seasonal restrooms; 6) native stone
as mile markers and interpretive displays;
and, 7) “pause places” at which to rest and
enjoy the view. The design seeks to reflect the
rich history of the railroad route through sign
posts, kiosk structures, bench design as well
as materials and interpretive topics.

Path Inventory and Analysis

A critical starting point for the project was to
take stock of what is currently in place along
the route. A number of elements were

analyzed, including but not limited to existing
signs, path conditions, connections to other
trails and parks, opportunities for
improvement, and areas with special
character.
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2. EXAMPLES, EXISTING PROGRAMS, AND REGULATIONS

a. Examples of Existing Local
Programs

The following local and regional programs are
relevant to the creation of an Island Line
Signage and Amenities Plan.

The Burlington Bikeway

The Burlington Bikeway was one of the
original shared-use bicycle paths in the State
of Vermont (although a short section on
Harrison Ave. is a shared roadway segment),
and has now served the community for over
two decades. It is a well-used and popular
facility. The 7 mile route travels along the
lakeshore and includes many road crossings,
links at least dozen distinct parklands and/or
public spaces and relies on specific signing
systems that provide a minimum of
directional information, park identification,
and user safety signage and markings. Many
of these signs are beginning to show some
wear and tear, and in the long run the city
may need to consider refreshing the system
and/or updating it. As the system has
developed some signs have been added on an
individual basis and thus lack consistency
with other similar type signs. This segment is
an important part of the proposed Island Line
insofar as it represents the largest single
section developed and managed by a

municipality for its citizens’
use and enjoyment. There is
evidence that some
individuals use this route or
portions of it for
commuting.
The Burlington Bikeway is
part of the Lake Champlain
Bikeways network.

Cycle the City

The Cycle the City project, developed by Local
Motion, provides some excellent precedents
for the Island Line signing and amenities plan
and these include:

1. The development of a self-guided themed
loop with specific segments oriented toward
geography, culture, architecture and the
history of Burlington.
2. The project as developed includes an
informative map and brochure, which guides
bicyclists through the city.

3. Cycle the City also provides a model for
supporting tourism and the economic benefits
which can accrue from tourism with its
Service Directory keyed to the Loop Segments
along with an overall listing of attractions and
“Bicycle Friendly Businesses”.
4. An attractive Cycle the City identification
and directional sign provides an interesting
precedent for this type of signing for a bicycle
loop.

The Cycle the City Route is considered part of
the overall Lake Champlain Bikeways
network.

The Lake Champlain Bikeways

The Lake Champlain
Bikeways is primarily an
on-road bicycle network
rather than a system of
shared-use paths. It is
extraordinary in its scope
as it serves two states and
two countries as it
circumnavigates Lake

Champlain, stretching out along 1100 miles of
roadways. In Vermont the Lake Chaplain
Bikeways involved local communities in its
route planning and designation. The Lake
Champlain Bikeways has just put into place
along segments of its route green and white
bikeway identification and directional signs,
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implemented with the approval of local
municipalities. The sign is MUTCD compliant
and has been approved for use on Vermont
Roadways and by VTrans and the Federal
Highway Administration. Placement and
numbers of the signs have been a concern in
at least one community being served. There
are some amenities and parklands located
along the route and a recent public art
installation in Isle La Motte has provided an
example of how artists can be engaged and
environmental art can enhance the user’s
experience.

The other important aspect of Lake
Champlain Bikeways is its themed loop
approach, which was developed with the
involvement of local community groups.

The Lake Champlain Wayside Exhibits

The Lake Champlain Basin Program
developed these exhibits and the interpretive
format created for them. Based on the Lake
Champlain Wayside Exhibit Manual, the
exhibits were developed to provide a unified
approach to interpretation throughout the
Lake Champlain Basin. They are in place
along the route of the proposed Island Line
and provide an excellent template for
developing interpretation elements. This
standard can be incorporated into the
proposed Island Line program with the
qualification that the design may need to be
adapted for different types of installations --
smaller in size and with less information, or in
applications for kiosks, as opposed to free
standing signs as they are currently designed.

Colchester Causeway Park

The Causeway Trail begins at the northern
part of Airport Park, next to Airport Road,
and extends for approximately 4 miles, ending
at the “cut” in the causeway.  In that short
stretch it traverses over a variety of
landscapes, from the Colchester Bog to the
Porter Natural Area.  Sculptures constructed
of marble slag -- a waste from mining pits --
now mark the trail and enhance the user
experience.

The blue and white sign found at the park
entrance is the Town’s standard sign located
at all of Colchester’s parks.
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State of Vermont Fish & Wildlife Signs

The Vermont Department of Fish & Wildlife
(F&W) uses a set of standardized signs and
kiosks to identify users of access areas and
other pertinent information. Regulatory signs
containing rules and other policies are also
found throughout the vicinity.  These signs
contain small lettering and too many words,
which deter users from reading.  There is a
kiosk located at the fishing access site
approximately 2/3 of a mile south of the
Martin Road intersection. The kiosk is
currently bare, containing very little to no
information.  It would be advantageous to
work with the F&W to either share the use of
the kiosk, or to replace F&W kiosk with those
designed for the Island Line.

Burlington Waterfront Park and
Hairpin Signs

The City of Burlington has been implementing
a signing, wayfinding and information system
to provide an identity for the downtown, to
effectively guide motorists to parking, to
identify the waterfront as a destination and to
enhance the cultural and historical resources
of the area.  The system is an excellent

example of the
use of hierarchies
in wayfinding,
from the
delineation of
gateways and
entry areas to
interpretation
elements
including signs,
brochures and

banners.  The relationship and future
integration of the Burlington sign program
with the Island Line trail and sign system
provides a challenge and an opportunity to
interconnect city efforts, and to potentially
serve as a holistic information system that will
readily connect all users and modes of travel.
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b. Examples of Existing Nationwide
Programs

Other sign systems and relevant examples
include the following intriguing design
approaches for metropolitan and recreational
systems.

Santa Barbara, California Regional
Bicycle Route Signs

The Santa Barbara,
California Regional
Bicycle Route Signs
serve a network of
150 miles of bicycle
routes. The system
relies on kiosks,
pavement markers,
and aluminum signs

with applied reflective vinyl graphics. The
system features the “bicyclist in the sun” logo,
which is readily
identifiable. It is
interesting to note
that the typeface
chosen for this
system is the same
one used in the
Burlington Hairpin
system.

The New York City Greenway Sign
Program

The New York City Greenway Sign Program
provides a compelling model for shared use

pathway systems such as the
proposed Island Line route.
The size, design, shape and
fabrication methods lend
themselves to large-scale
pathway systems. The three
sizes serve the information
and identity needs of the
system effectively and
economically. The sizes are
12” diameter logo signs and
either 12X24” or 12X31” for

informational/directional signs. They are

produced using ink jet graphics which are
then embedded in fiberglass and mounted on
round steel poles. This is a very sturdy and

durable system (it has to
be for New York City) that
has a guarantee of 10
years. The format, size
and shape allows for
directional information,
mile markers, warning

and guidance type of information to be
effectively applied.

Portland Eastbank Esplanade

The Eastbank Esplanade in Portland, Oregon
provides visitors with a unique and
distinctively urban experience. Situated
between Interstate 5 and the Willamette
River, the Esplanade is primarily a

    

pedestrian/bicycle corridor offering views of
downtown Portland and providing visitors
with an alternative perspective of the river
and the eastside. Thirteen urban markers run
the length of the Esplanade, marking the
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eastside street grid and providing information
about the river and history of the area. Each
marker also includes unique lighting to
illuminate the walkway at night. Seating walls,
benches, overlooks, and small plaza areas
offer places to stop, relax, and enjoy.

The George S. Mickelson Trail

The George S. Mickelson Trail, in the heart of
the South Dakota Black Hills, was completed

in September of
1998.  There are
more than 100
converted railroad
bridges and four
hardrock tunnels
along the trail.
Much of the trail
passes through
National Forest
Land.  Several
shelters are found
along the trail
providing respite,
bathroom facilities,
maps and trail
information.  The
Mickelson logo

distinctly plays upon the original rail use, and
integrates railroad elements throughout.  In
the following picture, several historic railroad
artifacts can be seen to the right of the shelter.

Cayuga Waterfront Trail

The Cayuga Waterfront Trail (CWT) in Ithaca,
New York is a ten-foot wide hard surface trail

designed for use by
walkers, joggers,
bicyclists, inline
skaters, mobility-
impaired users and
parents with
strollers. Benches,
scenic overlooks,
interpretive signs,
and trailheads with
decorative paving
and kiosks enhance

the Trail and make it a special place to relax,
to exercise and to enjoy the waterfront.
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The CWT recently received a national Rail-
Trail Design Recognition Award from the
Rails-to-Trails Conservancy and the American
Society of Landscape Architects. CWT was
recognized for its “consistent and creative use
of design in the interpretive and directional
signs, trail furniture, marketing materials,
kiosks and destination points.”  The images
on this page illustrate the creative use of
design along the Cayuga Waterfront Trail.
For example, mile markers, which are made of
rough-cut stone blocks with etched lettering,
are a departure from the traditional sign and
post; and, “doggie stations” with waste bags
and trash cans are designed as dogs.
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The Catherine Valley Trail

The New York Catharine Valley Trail (CVT),
when completed, will be a twelve-mile, multi-
use trail that will connect Watkins Glen State

Park and Mark Twain
State Park. Most of
the trail is on portions
of abandoned
Northern Central
Railroad and
Chemung Canal
towpath corridors in
New York's Finger
Lakes region.  The
panels shown on the
kiosk below display
information about the
history of the canal
era, local architecture
and the plants and
animals that inhabit

the area.  The unique shape of the concrete
marker at left implies the trail’s railroad
history.

Indianapolis Greenways

The Indianapolis Greenways is a part of Indy
Parks, a nationally-accredited park system in
Indianapolis and Marion County.  The
Greenways system is made up of a series of
corridors found throughout the city that
provide self-guided interpretive tours using
descriptive signs or brochures and represent
another way of communicating not only the
environmental attributes of an area but also
historical or cultural features of significance.
This system provides an excellent example of
branding.  Each trail has an individually

designed logo,
as seen below,
which is found
throughout all
of the
wayfinding
elements along
each corridor.
The mile
marker at left
and kiosk
below are
designed for
the Fall Creek
Trail.
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c. Summary of Existing Programs

A review of
the various
sign and
amenities
programs in
place for
greenways,
trail systems
and heritage
corridors

yields a number of useful conclusions which
may inform the planning and design process
for the Island Line sign and amenities
program.

1. All of these systems rely to some
degree on “branding” – developing a
unique identity and image along with
associated elements, including custom
signs and kiosks.

2. Identities and branding are important
to carry through to the other elements
of the trail or greenway system. Thus
the designs and forms created as part
of the identity can influence the design
of kiosks, printed media and even
amenities such as benches and bike
racks. See the Cayuga Waterfront Trail
sign and amenities system for an
example of this approach.

Identities on signs and other elements are
critical to reaffirm for the
trail users their presence on
the trail (the right trail) and
thus also providing a sense
of comfort as well as safety
in knowing where they are.

3. The identity and/or logo developed for
the trail system must be distinct,
memorable, and adaptable to many
applications (including but not limited
to letterhead, t-shirts, ballcaps, as well
as on signs).

4. Many greenway and trail programs
rely on amenities and branding

elements for fundraising as in…”Help
build our park (or greenway) - buy a
tree, buy a bench buy a brick”. Names
can be inscribed on the bricks or
benches or a plaque developed to
recognize donors and placed on a
kiosk.

5. Most systems balance maintenance
and ease of construction with
appropriate materials and design so as
to avoid a cheap look that will not
wear well. To maintain a consistent
look and thus facilitate maintenance
and replacement cost is a challenge.
The alterations that result from
uninformed approaches undermine
the integrity of the system graphically
and physically. There are examples of
this in the proposed Island Line
corridor. One of these examples is the
number of different informational
signs that use different type, different
sizes, different posts and placement. A
simple design manual to guide all
signing and amenities may be a
desirable end product to ensure
consistency and ease of replication.
Good design costs money but in the
long run saves it, too, and is well worth
the investment.

d. Regulations Governing Bicycle,
Pedestrian, and Trail Signs

Signs along the Island Line Trail will be used
to convey regulations, warning and guidance
information to trail users.  The Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets
and Highways or MUTCD defines the
standards that are used by road managers
nationwide to install and maintain signs that
regulate, warn, and guide users along all
streets and highways.  The MUTCD has been
adopted into Vermont state law and therefore
applies to signs on local and state highways.
The MUTCD is published by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) under 23
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 655,
Subpart F.  For areas of the Island Line Trail
that are located on local or state roadways,
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signs must conform to the requirements of the
MUTCD in accordance with VSA Title 23,
Chapter 13 § 1025.  However, the majority of
the Island Line Trail is independent from
local and state roadways and located outside
of the road right of way.  These signs will be
controlled by state and local ordinances for
signs and outdoor advertising.  In the case
where federal or state funds are used, MUTCD
standards might be required along all
portions of the trail, even if it falls outside of
local or state highways.  A summary of the
federal, state and local regulations that will
apply to this project include:

FEDERAL

MUTCD Part 2G: Tourist Oriented
Directional Signs
The MUTCD specifies signing to Tourist and
Visitor destinations for places that “derive a
major portion of income or visitors during the
normal business season from road users not
residing in the area.” Because most of the
Island Line Trail is not on the roadway, these
regulations may not apply.

Part 2H: Recreational and Cultural
Area interest signs
“The purpose of recreation and cultural
interest area signs is to guide road users to a
general area and then to specific facilities or
activities within the area.” The MUTCD
specifies that these regulations apply to any
roadway. The MUTCD states that placement
of these signs for “non-road use” shall be
determined by the authority having
jurisdiction.

Part 3B Pavement and Curb Markings
See below, MUTCD Part 9

Part 9: Traffic Controls for Bicycle
Facilities
The MUTCD covers most situations where
traffic control devices affect pedestrians and
bicyclists.  While guidance on traffic control
devices that may affect bicyclists and
pedestrians is found throughout the MUTCD,
Part 9 covers signs, pavement markings, and
traffic signals specifically related to bicycle

operation on both roadways and shared-use
paths.  It includes standards for application,
design, placement, size, and others.

STATE

VSA Title 10, Chapter 21: Tourist
Information Services
This statute provides standards for signs
along a highway and visible from a highway
that offer “information about and that help
guide travelers to public accommodations and
services, other businesses and points of
scenic, historic, cultural, educational and
religious interest.”  If a sign meets the
requirements of § 494 it shall be exempt from
the requirements of this chapter.  For
example, exemptions that might apply for
Island Line signs include:

§ 494 (8) “Small signs displayed for the
direction, instruction or convenience of the
public, including signs which identify rest
rooms, freight entrances, posted areas or
the like, with a total surface areas not
exceeding 4 square feet.”
§ 494 (15) “Municipal information and
guidance signs.  A municipality may
provide alternative signs of a guidance or
informational nature and creative design to
assist persons in reaching destinations that
are transportation centers, geographic
districts, historic monuments and
significant or cultural landmarks, provided
that such destinations are not private, for-
profit enterprises….”

VSA Title 23, Chapter 13: Operation of
Vehicles, § 1025. Standards
This statute indicates that “The United States
Department of Transportation Federal
Highway Administration's Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for [state and
town] streets and highways as amended shall
be the standards for all traffic control signs,
signals and markings within the state.
Existing signs, signals and markings shall be
valid until such time as they are replaced or
reconstructed. When new traffic control
devices are erected or placed or existing traffic
control devices are replaced or repaired the
equipment, design, method of installation,
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placement or repair shall conform with such
standards.”

LOCAL

Burlington Zoning Ordinance (updated
in July 19, 2002)
The City of Burlington requires a zoning
permit issued by the administrative officer
prior to the commencement of sign
installation.  The use, placement, size and
other standards for signs are outlined in
Article 16.  Within Burlington, the Island Line
passes through ten (10) different zoning
districts.  Each district has sign regulations
specific to that district under Article 16.  This
will require a more detailed examination of
application, design, placement, size and other
sign elements for each district once
development of the sign system begins.

Colchester Zoning Regulations (last
Amended August 27, 2002)
Article XVII provides regulations for the use
of signs.  Signs are permitted within any
district in the municipality unless otherwise
specified.  However, if a sign meets the
requirements of Sec. 1712 it shall be exempt
from the requirements of this section. For
example, exemptions that might apply for
Island Line signs include:

(5) “Signs or billboards approved by the
Board of Selectmen that advertise the
Town of Colchester in general, or provide a
community directory to the recreational
and commercial facilities offered in the
Town.”
(6) “Directional signs (not erected by the
Town of Colchester) provided, however,
that the Administrative Officer may order
the removal of directional signs upon a
finding by him that some are unnecessary
or are otherwise contrary to the provisions
hereof.”
(11) “On-premise traffic or pedestrian
traffic or pedestrian directional signs
which direct persons to entrance ways,
walkways, exits, etc. are permitted,
provided that the area of the sign does
exceed four (4) square feet.”

The Island Line passes through three (3)
zoning districts in Colchester: Low/Medium
Density Residential and Wetland/Floodplain
Districts.  Special consideration will be
essential in the Wetland/Floodplain District
so as to not disturb the fragile environment.

South Hero Zoning Bylaw Regulations
(updated in 2002)
South Hero does not have regulations for
signs.  Thus, permitting for signs will not be
necessary along this portion of the Island
Line.  However, there is reference to
Incidental Structures, which may be
applicable if kiosks, benches or other
amenities are proposed.
INCIDENTAL STRUCTURE:  A structure
not attached to a permanent foundation,
which is sited on or above the ground, smaller
in size than 100 square feet and under 10 feet
in maximum height, the use of which is
incidental to the principal use or structure
and located on the same lot. These structures
are minor and easily and immediately
movable.  Incidental structures must be at
least 5 feet from a property line and 35 feet
from the edge of a Town right-of-way or
public road.  These structures do not need a
Permit.  (Page 21, Appendix A – Definitions)

Grand Isle Zoning Bylaw Regulations
(amended March 2, 2004)
Grand Isle recently amended the zoning
regulations. The section applies to signs on
properties that advertise the business or use
being conducted. All other limitations on
signs are as stated in VSA Title 10, Chapter
021: Tourist Information Services. See section
on state regulations, above.

North Hero Zoning Bylaw Regulations
(Final Draft February 9, 2004)
North Hero zoning regulations for signs must
comply with the regulations on outdoor
advertising of the State of Vermont and/or the
Vermont State Highway limitations.

The Town of Alburg does not have zoning
bylaws.
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3. INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS

This section is the product of a critical first
step in the project, serving as reference for
both existing conditions and proposed path
improvements. This database can be
expanded and revised as changes are
implemented. Recommendations for each
location are noted and correspond to § 8.
Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps
and § 9. Proposed Sign Schedule.

NOTE: Due to additions and revisions some
photographs/location numbers in
a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis
Schedule and b. Existing Sign Inventory and
Analysis Maps are not in sequential order.
Numbers added to the schedule at later dates
are highlighted in grey.





a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location Photograph
131 EAST FACING

[D11-1] Bike Route
 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

132 EAST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
No Parking This Side of Street
[VD-503] Champ. Bikeway

 [M7-1] Arrow

133 WEST FACING
No Parking This Side of Street

 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

No Parking This Side of Street
[VD-503] Champ. Bikeway

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Share the Road

East of path on Austin Dr.; 
North side

REMOVE [D11-1]

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line
REPLACE [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path w/ [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway

REMOVE eastern-most No Parking (or RELOCATE further east)

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line, [M7-1] left arrow

REPLACE [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path w/ [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway
COLLOCATE [VD-503]/[D1-1b] on eastern-most post

East of path on Austin Dr.; 
North side

ADD [VW-256-XING] to [W11-1]

RELOCATE No Parking further east (or west)

COLLOCATE [VD-503], [M7-1] w/ [D1-1b](s) at Inventory Location #131

Messages

Opposite intersection of 
path/Austin Dr.; South 
side; (3 separate posts)

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
115 SOUTH FACING

Mile 0.0

134 SOUTH FACING
No Parking This Side of Street
Dogs leash regulations

116 NORTH FACING

Stop
 Bike Path Continues Approx. .5 Miles 

Cross Tracks
 [D1-1b] Champlain Parkway Path .5

117 VIEW SOUTH
Stop Ahead (pavement marking)

Northeast corner of 
intersection of path/Austin 
Dr.

RELOCATE No Parking to Austin Dr., east of path

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

SMALL KIOSK recommended here

 REPLACE Directionals w/ IL Directional, IL Trail Link

ADD MUTCD Warning (On road path ahead)

At beginning of Island 
Line / entrance to 
Oakledge Park at Austin 
Drive.

At beginning of Island 
Line / entrance to 
Oakledge Park at Austin 
Drive.

North of intersection  of 
path/Austin Dr.

One of two mileage posts on entire route, next to yellow pavement mileage marker

REMOVE mileage post

RELOCATE Dog leash regulations further north on path

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
118 NORTH FACING

[D11-1] Bike Route
 [M7-1]

SOUTH FACING
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

135 SOUTH FACING
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

136 WEST FACING
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

137 NORTH FACING
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

REPLACE both [D11-1](s), [M7-1](s) with IL Directionals

In Oakledge Park @ 
southern edge of parking 
area

In Oakledge Park @ 
western edge of 
connection between 
parking areas

In Oakledge Park @ turn 
in path north of southern 
pavilion/top of hill

REPLACE w/ IL Confirmatory Directional

In Oakledge Park @ 
northern edge of southern 
portion of parking area

REPLACE w/ IL Confirmatory Directional

Consider re-routing path around or at edge of parking area to avoid traffic safety issues

REPLACE w/ IL Confirmatory Directional
LARGE KIOSK recommended here (near ample parking)

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
119 VIEW NORTH

Keep Right (pavement marking)

138 NORTH FACING
[VD-503] Champlain Bikeway

 [M7-1]

1 Burlington Bikeway Post

2 SOUTH FACING
Oakledge Park

 Lakeside Avenue .5 mi
 Perkins Pier 1.4 mi

RELOCATE east of path to northern pavilion; REMOVE directional component

In Oakledge Park, near 
pavilion at Flynn Ave.; 
North side at beach access

In Oakledge Park, near 
pavilion at Flynn Ave.; 
South side at beach access 

In Oakledge Park near the 
tennis courts, close to the 
North entrance

REPAINT faded pavement markings

ADD IL Directional

In Oakledge Park, near 
pavilion at Flynn Ave.; 
South side at beach access 

REPLACE w/ IL Directional @ Inventory Location #2

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
3 SOUTH FACING

LCBP Interpretive
Get the Scoop on the Poop

139 n/a

140 n/a

141 n/a

Excellent location for PAUSE PLACE; Phase in railroad style benches

North of Oakledge Beach

REPLACE aging wood FENCING w/ metal fencing reminiscent of railroad history
Open area north of 
Oakledge Beach

Restroom sign recommended on northern pavilion

In Oakledge Park, near 
pavilion at Flynn Ave.; 
South side at beach access 

PAVEMENT MARKINGS recommended to delineate path at this intersection

In Oakledge Park, near 
pavilion at Flynn Ave.; 
North side at beach access

LCBP graphic standards should be used to guide IL kiosk graphics, linking the two systems

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
120 SOUTH FACING

Travel lanes (pavement marking)

142 NORTH FACING
Slow Proceed with Caution

143 SOUTH FACING
Slow Proceed with Caution

4 NORTH FACING
Slippery surface/Bicycle warning

At south end of bridge 
south of Proctor Place

At north end of bridge 
south of Proctor Place

At end of Proctor Place off 
of Harrison Ave; West side

COLOCATE with MUTCD Warning north end of bridge

These pavement markings are effective to keep traffic in the right lanes on a narrow, hilly section of the path

On path south of Proctor 
Place, in anticipation of 
downhill section

REPLACE w/ MUTCD Warning on freestanding post (not on tree)
ADD MUTCD Warning

ADD MUTCD Warning
REPLACE w/ MUTCD Warning on freestanding post (not on bridge)

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
5 WEST FACING

Caution Recreational Path

6  Bikeway (along Harrison Ave.)
 Bikeway (along dead end street)

SOUTH FACING
Stop
Burlington Bike Path Safety Tips
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

7 EAST FACING
 Bicycle symbol
 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

ADD [M7-1] right arrow, [D1-1b] Island Line

REMOVE Bicycle symbol
REPLACE [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path w/ [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway

North of intersection of 
Proctor Place and 
Harrison Ave./Bikeway

Design/colors inconsistent with MUTCD and Burlington Bikeway

ADD [VD-503], [M7-1], [D1-1b] Island Line

REPLACE [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path w/ [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

At end of private drive, 
entering Harrison Ave.; 
South side of drive

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Proctor 
Place and Harrison 
Ave./Bikeway

REPLACE w/ [W11-1], [W16-7p]

Stop sign damaged; Small degree of sign clutter is an issue here

REMOVE Safety Tips (to be posted on kiosks), (2) Bikeway signs
REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
8 WEST FACING

Stop
 [D11-1] Bike Route

9 WEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

EAST FACING
No Parking This Side of Street

 Bike Route

10 WEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

EAST FACING
No Parking This Side of Street
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

11 WEST FACING
Dead End

EAST FACING
 [D11-1] Bike Route

MUTCD should continue as the standard for travel (traffic) safety signs

Between intersections of 
Harrison Ave./Bikeway 
and Central Ave. and 
Conger Ave.; North side of 
street

ADD [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway, [D1-1b] Island Line

RELOCATE No parking

ADD [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway, [D1-1b] Island Line
REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Harrison 
Ave./Bikeway and Central 
Ave.

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Harrison 
Ave./Bikeway and Conger 
Ave.; North side of street

MUTCD should continue as the standard for travel (traffic) safety signs
REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]

East of intersection of 
Harrison Ave./Bikeway 
and Central Ave.; North 
side of street

Bikeway size stop sign for street use; Size difference is an issue; MUTCD should continue as the standard for 
travel (traffic) safety signs

ADD [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway, [D1-1b] Island Line

REPOST Stop
REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
12 WEST FACING

[D11-1] Bike Route
 [M7-1]

(2) No Parking Anytime
Authorized Vehicles Only
Railroad Crossing
Train Does Not Sound Whistle

 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

13 EAST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
[W16-13] Share the Road

14 NORTH FACING
RR Crossing/Intersection warning

 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

15 NORTH FACING
 Bicycle symbol

At end of Harrison Ave.; 
South side of street

COLOCATE [W16-13] w/ existing [W11-1] further west on Harrison Ave.

ADD MUTCD Warning (On-road path ahead)

REMOVE [W11-1] (auto oriented sign @ dead end is not visible by drivers)

REMOVE sign

On Bikeway north of 
Harrison Ave.; West side

On Bikeway slightly north 
of Harrison Ave.; West 
side

REPLACE [D1-1b] w/ IL Directional slightly further north

Design/colors inconsistent with MUTCD and Burlington Bikeway (similar to No. 7 w/ different arrow color); 
Graffiti on sign panel

At end of Harrison Ave.; 
North side of street

Some degree of sign clutter here; No parking and Bike Route signs on same post; MUTCD should continue as 
the standard for travel (traffic) safety signs

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line

REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]
REPLACE [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path w/ [D1-1b] Burlington Bikeway

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
16 NORTH FACING

Mile 1.0

121 VIEW NORTH
1.0 mi. (pavement marking)

122 VIEW SOUTH
Travel lanes (pavement marking)

123 VIEW SOUTH

Keep Right (pavement marking)

One of two mileage marker posts on entire route

On Bikeway slightly north 
of Harrison Ave.; West 
side

On Bikeway north of 
Harrison Ave, and north of 
Inventory #16

REMOVE mileage marker

On Bikeway north of 
Lakeside Ave. along 
railroad and over the 
canals

On Bikeway south of 
Maple Street along 
railroad and over the 
canals

The pavement marking for Mile 1.0 is located in a different location than the post for Mile 1.0. This 
discrepancy is confusing - a standard mileage marker is needed.

Travel lane markings are useful before and after the elevated bridges over the canals and at locations like this  
sharp (and blind) corner; vines have also been removed to increase visibility

ADD MUTCD Warnings in advance of this corner

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
3. Inventory and Analysis Revised: 2/11/05
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
144 n/a

124 VIEW NORTH
Travel lanes (pavement marking)

17 Burlington Bikeway Post

NORTH FACING
LCBP Interpretive
Pine Street Barge Canal

18 SOUTH FACING
 Bicycle symbol
 Champlain Bikeway trail marker

On Bikeway at southern 
edge of Roundhouse Park; 
East side

On Bikeway slightly north 
of bridge over Pine St. 
Barge Canal outlet; West 
side

As seen in this photograph, travel lane markings are effective at keeping traffic moving safely through 
narrow and/or hilly sections with limited visibility and/or significant curves and corners

North of Lakeside Ave., 
south of Barge Canal 
bridge

REPLACE FENCING w/ metal fencing reminiscent of railroad history

Excellent location for PAUSE PLACE; Phase in railroad style benches

Design/colors inconsistent with MUTCD and Burlington Bikeway (similar to Inventory #7 w/ different arrow 
color)

REPLACE w/ IL Directional

On stretch of Bikeway 
south of Maple Street 
along railroad and over the 
canals

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
19 Burlington Bikeway Post

EAST FACING
Roundhouse Park

 Lakeside Ave. .75 mi.
 Perkins Pier .2 mi.

145 n/a

20 SOUTH FACING
 Perkins Pier
 Bikepath

Branch Out Burlington Greenspace

21 EAST FACING
Bikeway

 Roundhouse Park .2 mi.
 Ferry Dock .2 mi.

REPLACE w/ IL Directional @ SE corner of turn in path

North of point at 
Roundhouse Park

OPTION to double side and relocate Roundhouse Park ID to be legible from both directions on Bikeway; 
REMOVE directional component

On Bikeway at 
Roundhouse Park; East 
side

At turn on Bikeway at 
north end of sewage 
treatment plant 

 
REPLACE w/ IL Directionals in advance of turn/intersection of paths

Phase in railroad style benches
ADD bike racks in Roundhouse Park

OPTION to ADD Bikeway post @ NW corner of turn in path

Inconsistent naming of Bikeway; Visibility is limited; Route on Lavally Lane from King St. is somewhat 
ambiguous/not well signed

ADD MUTCD Warnings in advance of turn/intersection of paths

Pavement marking recommended

RELOCATE greenspace sign

Near end of Lavally Lane 
at north end of sewage 
treatment plant; West side 

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location Photograph
125 VIEW SOUTH

Keep Right (pavement marking)

22 NORTH FACING
Burlington Bike Path Safety Tips

SOUTH FACING
Stop
Stop

23 NORTHEAST FACING
Perkins Pier
Dept. of Parks and Recreation

24 NORTH FACING
Stop
Road crossing warning

ADD IL Directional

REMOVE faded Stop; REPOST Stop on simple IL post

ADD [W11-1], [VW265-XING] east of crossing

Sign clutter is an issue here; Bikeway posts at road crossing would be helpful

REMOVE road crossing warning
REPOST Stop on simple IL post

Messages

REMOVE Safety Tips (to be posted on kiosks)
ADD IL Trail Link Cycle the City

South of  Maple St. on 
Lavally Ln. near Perkins 
Pier/Roundhouse Park

OPTION to ADD MUTCD Warnings in advance of sharp curve

Stop sign in top position completely faded/illegible; Sign clutter is an issue here; Bikeway posts at road 
crossing would be helpful

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Lavally 
Lane/Bikeway and Maple 
St./Perkins Pier entrance

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Lavally 
Lane/Bikeway and Maple 
St./Perkins Pier entrance

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Lavally 
Lane/Bikeway and Maple 
St./Perkins Pier entrance

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
126 VIEW SOUTH

Crosswalk (faded pavement markings)

127 VIEW SOUTH
Stop Ahead (pavement marking)

25 WEST FACING

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Bike Xing

26 SOUTH FACING
 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

Stop
Caution Congested Area
Crosswalk (faded pavement markings)

WEST FACING
 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

ADD IL Directional

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

RELOCATE street signs to intersection w/ Battery St.

REPLACE Bike Xing w/ [VW265-XING]
ADD [W11-1], [VW265-XING] east of intersection

Crossing at King St. has significant sign clutter and path is somewhat ambiguous

SMALL KIOSK recommended here

South side of intersection 
of Bikeway and King St

ADD Streetprint  to aid path users through offset crossing

REPLACE congested area sign w/ MUTCD Warning

Lavally Lane/Bikeway and 
Maple St./Perkins Pier 
entrance at crossing

North of the intersection 
of Lavally Lane/Bikeway 
and Maple St. /Perkins 
Pier entrance

REMOVE (2) [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

West of intersection of 
Bikeway and King St.; 
South side

ADD Streetprint

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
128 NORTH FACING

Champlain Valley Heritage Network

27 NORTH FACING
 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

Stop
Road crossing warning

EAST FACING
 [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

SOUTH FACING
[D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path

 [M7-1]

28 WEST FACING
LCBP Interpretive Cycle the City

On Bikeway at Union 
Station; East side

REMOVE (3) [D1-1b] Waterfront Bike Path, [M7-1], Road crossing warning
REPOST Stop on simple IL post
ADD IL Directional
ADD Streetprint  to aid path users through offset crossing

Bike rack exists at this location; Excellent location for this interpretive topic; Use of granite post is 
aesthetically pleasing vs. standard metal post

Crossing at King St. has significant sign clutter and path is very difficult to follow

North side of intersection 
of Bikeway and King St

Interpretive sign style of this sign does not match the other Lake Champlain Wayside Exhibits along the 
Bikeway

Consider adapting LCBP graphic standards for IL kiosks and miscellaneous interpretive signs

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and King St

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
29 SOUTH FACING

 Champlain Bikeway trail marker
 Cycle the City trail marker

129 VIEW SOUTH
Bicycle symbol (pavement marking)

30 NORTH FACING
NO Vehicles Beyond this Point!!
Be Safe, Wear Your Helmet!

130 VIEW SOUTH
n/a

Note in photo there is conflict between bikeway traffic and vendor customers

On Bikeway at RR canopy 
at Union Station; East side

REPOST motor vehicles regulatory on simple IL post

REPLACE w/ IL Trail Link
ADD Keep Right pavement markings
On Bikeway at RR canopy 
at Union Station; East side

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and College St. at 
Waterfront gateway

Photo (and inventory #130 below) show key bikeway intersection

ADD MUTCD Warning (congested area/bicyclists yield to pedestrians)
REMOVE Helmet safety sign (Safety tips to be posted on kiosks)   

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and College St. at 
Waterfront gateway

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
31 NORTH FACING

 Food and Restrooms at the Community 
Boathouse

SOUTH FACING
Dogs leash regulations

32 VIEW SOUTH
Burlington Bikeway Post

 

33 SOUTH FACING
 Bikepath
 Pedestrians

34 NORTH FACING
Waterfront Park Logo
Welcome

 Pedestrians ONLY
 Bikepath

RELOCATE bikeway post opposite kiosk to create gateway

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and College St. at 
Waterfront gateway

REPLACE Food/restrooms w/ IL Directional

Standards for information signs are needed; Consider pictograms
REPOST Dog leash regulations further north on simple IL post

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and College St. at 
Waterfront gateway

 

On Bikeway near middle of 
Waterfront Park

ADD [W11-1], [VW265-XING] east of crossing

LARGE KIOSK recommended here on west side of path

On Bikeway at north end 
of Waterfront Park

Temporary sandwich board sign; Inconsistent naming of Bikeway
REPLACE w/ IL Directional

Another sign design undermines the desire for a seamless, consistent approach
REPLACE w/ IL Directional north of path split; Use structure for posters, bulletins, events, etc.

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
35 VIEW NORTH

Burlington Bikeway Post

SOUTH FACING
LCBP Interpretive Island Line
Stop
Safety Tips

36 SOUTH FACING
(2) DO NOT ENTER
(2) Unauthorized Vehicles Will be Towed

 Off leash Dog Area Pedestrian Access 
Only

38 NORTH FACING
Stop

ADD [W11-1], [VW265-XING] east of crossing
ADD [W11-1], [W16-7p] west of crossing

REMOVE Dog park directional (will be replaced on south side of intersection)

LARGE KIOSK recommended here (at corner of parking area)

Drainage is an issue here, heavily worn shoulders from users outside of path indicate need to remedy the 
problem

ADD IL Directional

One set of identical signs on either side of Bikeway

REMOVE Safety tips (to be posted on kiosks)   

South side of intersection 
of Bikeway and Lake St. at 
Skate Park

REPOST Stop on simple IL post north of tree

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

On Bikeway north of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Lake St. at Skate Park; 
West side

North of intersection of 
Bikeway and Lake St. at 
Skate Park

REMOVE (1) set of Do Not Enter/Unauthorized vehicles (Replace w/ larger signs if neccesary)

REPLACE wood posts, stones w/ continuation of granite posts used throughout Waterfront park

ADD Benches near skatepark

ADD IL Directional

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
39 EAST FACING

Dog park regulations

40 SOUTH FACING
Bikepath Ends 150 Ft.

41 SOUTH FACING
Stop

 Champlain Bikeway trail marker
 Cycle the City trail marker

42 NORTH FACING
Stop

 Champlain Bikeway trail marker
 Cycle the City trail marker

ADD [W11-1], [W16-7p] east and west of crossing

ADD benches
OPTION to ADD PAUSE PLACE

REPLACE/REPOST Stop (graffiti on existing sign) on simple IL post
REMOVE Champ. Bikeway and Cycle the City markers (straight ahead arrows unecessesary)

REPLACE/REPOST Stop (graffiti on existing sign) on simple IL post
REMOVE Champ. Bikeway and Cycle the City markers (straight ahead arrows unecessesary)
Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and private drive, near 
Killarney Dr.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and private drive, near 
Killarney Dr.

On Bikeway at dog park 
north of Waterfront; West 
side

On Bikeway at access to 
North Beach; West side

RESTROOM recommended here

Inconsistent naming of Bikeway; Very confusing message

ADD IL Directionals in advance of intersection of path/North Beach, Campground access paths

REMOVE Bikepath ends sign

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
43 Burlington Bikeway Post

EAST FACING
Bikeway

 Leddy Park .2 mi.
 North beach .8 mi.

44 SOUTH FACING
Stop

45 EAST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Bike Xing

46 NORTH FACING
Stop
Burlington Bike Path Safety Tips

REMOVE Safety tips (to be posted on kiosks)   

Inconsistent/redundant naming of Bikeway

ADD IL Directional
REMOVE entire two-post sign

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

REPLACE Bike Xing w/ [VW265-XING]

Bollard design and placements need to be addressed
REPOST Stop on simple IL post

East of intersection of 
Bikeway and Street 144 off 
Beachcrest Dr., North side

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Street 144 off 
Beachcrest Dr., near Leddy 
Park

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Street 144 off 
Beachcrest Dr., near Leddy 
Park

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Street 144 off 
Beachcrest Dr., near Leddy 
Park

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location Photograph
47 NORTH FACING

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

48 NORTH FACING
Cycle the City trail marker

49 EAST FACING
Parks and Rec valuables warning

50 Burlington Bikeway Post

ADD [VW265-XING]

Another example of a differing warning/information sign
Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and southern access to 
Leddy Park Arena

East of Bikeway at exit 
from Leddy Park Arena 
parking lot

East of intersection of 
Bikeway and southern  
access to Leddy Park 
Arena

Messages
East of Bikeway on trail at 
south edge of  Leddy Park

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
51 SOUTH FACING

Pedestrian warning
 Champlain Bikeway trail marker
 Cycle the City trail marker

52 EAST FACING
 Leddy Park Arena
 North Beach 1.1 mi.
 Winooski River 2.1 mi

53 NORTH FACING
Pedestrian warning

 Champlain Bikeway trail marker
 Cycle the City trail marker

54 WEST FACING
Stop (path sized sign for traffic)

ADD MUTCD Warning w/ traffic crossing message

LARGE KIOSK recommended here

REPLACE Pedestrian crossing w/ MUTCD Warning w/ traffic warning crossing message
REPLACE trail markers w/ IL Trail Link
ADD IL Directional
ADD (2) sets [W11-1], [W16-7p] for traffic on arena access road crossing path 

ADD (2) sets [W11-1], [W16-7p] for traffic on arena access road crossing path 

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and southern access to 
Leddy Park Arena

REMOVE directional component, RELOCATE further west

REPLACE Pedestrian crossing w/ MUTCD Warning w/ traffic warning crossing message

REPLACE 18" Stops w/ 30" Stops

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and northern access to 
Leddy Park Arena

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and southern access to 
Leddy Park Arena

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and southern access to 
Leddy Park Arena

REMOVE trail markers (to be replaced w/ IL Trail Link)
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
55 EAST FACING

Stop (path sized sign for traffic)

56 SOUTH FACING
LCBP Interpretive From Rail to Trail

57 SOUTH FACING
Stop

58 NORTH FACING
Stop

REPLACE 18" Stops w/ 30" Stops
ADD MUTCD Warning w/ traffic crossing message

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and northern access to 
Leddy Park Arena

ADD (2) sets [W11-1], [W16-7p] for traffic on arena access road crossing path 

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

On Bikeway near northern 
edge Leddy Park Arena

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Shore Rd.

Use of granite post is aesthetically pleasing vs. "off-the-shelf" metal post

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Shore Rd.

ADD IL Directional
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
59 WEST FACING

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Bike Xing

60 WEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

61 WEST FACING
No Parking Any Time

62 EAST FACING
No Parking Any Time

63 WEST FACING
No Parking Any Time

Sign with international No Parking symbol is recommended

West of intersection of 
Bikeway and Shore Rd.; 
South side

East of intersection of 
Bikeway and Shore Rd.; 
North side

REPLACE Bike Xing w/ [VW265-XING]

East of intersection of 
Bikeway and Shore Rd.; 
South side

ADD [VW265-XING]

West of intersection of 
Bikeway and Shore Rd.; 
South side

East of intersection of 
Bikeway and Shore Rd.; 
North side

Sign with international No Parking symbol is recommended

Sign with international No Parking symbol is recommended
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
64 Burlington Bikeway Post

EAST FACING
Bikeway

 Winooski River 1.6 mi.
 Leddy Park .5 mi.

65 SOUTH FACING
Stop

66 NORTH FACING
Stop

67 EAST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Staniford Rd.

ADD IL Directional

Inconsistent/redundant naming of Bikeway
REMOVE entire two-post sign

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Staniford Rd.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Staniford Rd.

East of intersection of 
Bikeway and Staniford 
Rd.; North side

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

ADD [VW265-XING]
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
68 WEST FACING

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Bike Xing

69 WEST FACING
No Parking Any Time

70 WEST FACING
No Parking Any Time

71 EAST FACING
No Parking Any Time

West of intersection of 
Bikeway and Staniford 
Rd.; South side

West of intersection of 
Bikeway and Staniford 
Rd.; South side

REPLACE Bike Xing w/ [VW265-XING]

West of intersection of 
Bikeway and Staniford 
Rd.; North side

Sign with international No Parking symbol is recommended

Sign with international No Parking symbol is recommended
East of intersection of 
Bikeway and Staniford 
Rd.; South side

Sign with international No Parking symbol is recommended
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
72 SOUTH FACING

Caution Uneven Pavement Ahead
 Champlain Bikeway trail marker

73 SOUTH FACING
Stop
Burlington Bike Path Safety Tips

74 NORTH FACING
Stop

75 NORTH FACING
 Off Dog Leash Area

SMALL KIOSK recommended here
REPOST Stop on simple IL post

Yet another warning sign design!
REPLACE Uneven pavement sign w/ MUTCD Warning (if necessary)
REPLACE trail marker w/ IL Trail Link

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

North of intersection of 
Bikeway and Starr Farm 
Rd.; West side

REPLACE w/ IL Directional

On Bikeway South of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Starr Farm Rd.; East 
side

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Starr Farm Rd.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and Starr Farm Rd.

REMOVE Safety tips (to be posted on kiosks)   
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
146 n/a

147 n/a

148 n/a

76 SOUTH FACING
Stop

NORTH FACING
Dogs leash regulations

ADD IL Directional, bike racks

De facto PAUSE PLACE, maintain significant views
Wood railings need repair
Phase in railroad style benches, stone walls

Wood railings need repair

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

SMALL KIOSK recommended here (parking available)

REPOST Dog leash regulations on simple IL post; RELOCATE further south (REMOVE if kiosk is 
implemented)

South of intersection of 
Bikeway and North Ave. 
Ext.

RESTROOM recommended here

City beach/rest area near 
condominiums in New 
North End

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and North Ave. Ext.

City beach/rest area near 
condominiums in New 
North End

ADD IL Directional, bike racks

De facto PAUSE PLACE, maintain significant views

Phase in railroad style benches, stone walls
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
77 NORTH FACING

Stop
Burlington Bike Path Safety Tips

149 n/a

150 VIEW NORTH
Keep right arrows (pavement markings)

7.0 mi. (pavement marking)

151 SOUTH FACING
For everyone's safety
No Jumping or Diving from Bridge

NORTH FACING
For everyone's safety
No Jumping or Diving from Bridge

South of Winooski River 
bridge, near Charlie's Boat 
House

A different style of effective travel lane marking
Both ends of Winooski 
River bridge

Phase in railroad style benches throughout route
South end of Winooski 
River bridge

REPLACE w/ MUTCD Regulatory in more visible/legible location

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Bikeway 
and North Ave. Ext.

REPOST Stop on simple IL post
REMOVE Safety tips (to be posted on kiosks)   
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
152 n/a

153 VIEW NORTH
Keep right arrows/lane marking 
(pavement markings)

SOUTH FACING
Bikeway narrows
Curve right (symbol)

154 NORTH FACING
Curve left (symbol)
No Motor Vehicles

155 SOUTH FACING
No Parking for Bike Path
Violators may be Towed
Use Airport Park for Parking
(At end of Windermere Way, turn left)

Bridge abutments serve as de facto viewing platforms and offer opportunities for LCBP interpretive signs; 
NOTE that interpretive signs would need to be removed elsewhere if cantilevered pedestrian bridge design 
option were to be implemented

North end of elevated path 
north of Winooski River 
bridge

REPLACE w/ IL Parking Directional

North end of elevated path 
north of Winooski River 
bridge, on fencing @ Delta 
Park entrance

 REPOST warnings on simple IL post

Both ends of Winooski 
River bridge

North end of elevated path 
north of Winooski River 
bridge

 REPOST warning/regulatory on simple IL post
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
156 NORTHEAST FACING

Bike Path parking at Airport Park ONLY

157 VIEW NORTH
Keep right arrows (pavement markings)

158 NORTHWEST FACING
Bike Path parking at Airport Park ONLY

SOUTHEAST FACING
Entering Residential Area Please Stay on 
Designated Path

159 SOUTH FACING
Airport Park
Town of Colchester
(park usage symbols)

REPLACE regulatory sign w/ MUTCD Regulatory

REPLACE w/ IL Parking Directional

Both ends of Winooski 
River bridge

At parking lot near private 
beach on Horizon View Dr.

Quantity of these signs in small area indicates strong need to remedy parking issue

North end of elevated path 
north of Winooski River 
bridge, near Delta Park 
entrance

REPLACE parking sign w/ IL Parking Directional
ADD Windermere Way street sign
At Airport Park entrance

Consistent pavement markings are recommended throughout path

Quantity of parking signs in small area indicates strong need to remedy parking issue

This sign can be adapted to be the final component of the IL parking issue in Colchester
ADD IL Parking message, DOUBLE-SIDE all panels, and RE-INSTALL perpendicular to road
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
78 Double sided bulletin case kiosk 

79 NORTHEAST FACING
Delta Park map

80 WEST FACING
No Parking for Bike Path
Violators may be Towed
Use Airport Park for Parking
(At end of Windermere Way, turn left)

81 SOUTHWEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

[D11-1] Bike Route
 [M7-1]

On Colchester path, North 
of Winooski River bridge

On post at entrance of VT 
Fish and Wildlife 
Colchester Point access 

Delta Park ID sign not visible when traveling north

ADD IL Directional, bike racks

ADD Windermere Way street signs

REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503], RELOCATE further south if possible (separate from [W11-1])

On Colchester path, North 
of Winooski River bridge

REPLACE w/ SMALL KIOSK

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line to [VD-503]
ADD [W16-7p] to [W11-1]

At entrance of VT Fish and 
Wildlife Colchester Point 
access on Windermere 
Way; South side of street

Quantity of parking signs in small area indicates strong need to remedy parking issue
REPLACE w/ IL Parking Directional
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location Photograph
82 NORTHEAST FACING

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

83 NORTHWEST FACING
Stop (3 way)
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

84 SOUTHWEST FACING
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

160 n/a

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line to [VD-503]

Southwest corner of 
intersection of 
Windermere Way and 
Biscayne Hts.

REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]

ADD [W16-7p] to [W11-1]

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line to [VD-503]

ADD IL Parking Directional in advance of Stop sign

Northeast corner of 
intersection of 
Windermere Way and 
Biscayne Hts.

Messages

REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]

ADD Windermere Way street sign

At entrance of VT Fish and 
Wildlife Colchester Point 
access on Windermere 
Way; North side of street

Southwest corner of 
intersection of 
Windermere Way and 
Biscayne Hts.

Arrow should be veer left to indicate path crossing street and continuing south
REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503], RELOCATE further north if possible (separate from [W11-1])
ADD [D1-1b] Island Line to [VD-503]
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
85 NORTH FACING

Bikers Must Stop Before Crossing
[D11-1] Bike Route

 [M7-1]

86 WEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Bike Xing

87 EAST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
Bike Xing

88 WEST FACING
Bike Path Parking At Airport Parking  Lot 
Only

RELOCATE [W11-1]/[VW265-XING] further east on Colchester Pt. Rd.
ADD [W11-2]/[W16-7p] at current crosswalk location

REMOVE  crosswalk striping (designated bike lane provides right-of -way)

ADD (2) sets [W11-1]/[W16-7p] at crosswalk

REPLACE Bike Xing w/ [VW265-XING]
RELOCATE [W11-1]/[VW265-XING] further west on Colchester Pt. Rd.

ADD [D1-1b] Island Line to [VD-503]; RELOCATE further north

REPLACE Bike Xing w/ [VW265-XING]

Crosswalk exists; Signs mounted on street sign post

REMOVE Bikers must stop (designated bike lane provides right-of -way)

REPLACE [D11-1] w/ [VD-503]; RELOCATE further north

REPLACE w/ IL Parking Directional

Northeast of intersection 
of Buckingham Dr. and 
Colchester Point Rd.

West of intersection of 
Buckingham Dr. and 
Colchester Point Rd.; 
South side

ADD [W11-2]/[W16-7p] at current crosswalk location

Northwest of intersection 
of Biscayne Hts. and 
Buckingham Dr.

Southwest corner of 
intersection of 
Buckingham Dr. and 
Colchester Point Rd.
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
161 SOUTH FACING

 Island Line Rail Trail Causeway

162 SOUTH FACING
Last Restroom

89 N/E/S/W FACING
 Causeway
 Causeway
 Bike Ferry
 Bike Ferry

90 EAST FACING
Causeway Park
Town of Colchester
(park usage symbols)

At entrance to Airport 
Park from Buckingham Dr.

ADD restroom ID sign on restroom building

Temporary paper sign indicates need for better directionals
REMOVE (to be replaced w/ Airport Park IL Directionals)
In Airport park

Ambiguous message does not indicate where restroom is located

In Airport Park

In Airport park

Two sets of two freestanding signs at odd angles; Conflicting messages/arrows; Bike ferry message no longer 
relevant

REMOVE (to be replaced w/ Airport Park IL Directionals)

REMOVE (to be replaced w/ Airport Park IL Directionals)
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
163 EAST FACING

 Island Line Rail Trail Causeway
Island Line Bike Ferry to South Hero 
August Weekends 10am - 6pm

 Causeway

91 WEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

92 SOUTHWEST FACING
UVM Natural Area…

93 SOUTHEAST FACING
Recreation Area Watch for Pedestrians

Two identical signs mounted on same tree; Another one exists approximately 25' south on path

Temporary paper sign indicates need for better directionals
Bike ferry directional needs changeable panel for hours of operation

REMOVE upper sign and sign further south

On Colchester path, near 
small parking lot on 
Colchester Point Rd.; 
North side

REMOVE (3) signs

At boundary of Airport 
Park/Causeway Park

West of Airport Park on 
Colchester Point Rd.; 
South side

On Colchester Point Rd., 
near small parking lot; 
North side
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
164 SOUTHEAST FACING

All Bike Stay on Path

94 SOUTHEAST FACING
Posted No Motorized Vehicles $500 
Fine…

95 SOUTHEAST FACING
Stop
All Bike Stay on Path
Bikers Must Stop Before Crossing

96 SOUTHWEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
[W16-7p] Arrow

REPOST on north side of path on simple IL post

REPOST Stop on simple IL post; RELOCATE @ SE corner of intersection

RELOCATE All Bikes… further north on east side of path on simple IL post
REPLACE Bikers Must Stop… ; RELOCATE further south on east side of path

At barrier on path, at small 
parking lot on Colchester 
Point Rd.

At barrier on path, at small 
parking lot on Colchester 
Point Rd.

Southwest corner of  
intersection of Colchester 
path and Colchester Point 
Rd.

Southwest corner of  
intersection of Colchester 
path and Colchester Point 
Rd.

REPLACE w/ MUTCD Regulatory
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
97 NORTHWEST FACING

[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)
[W16-7p] Arrow

165 NORTHEAST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

166 NORTHWEST FACING
Bike Path Parking No Parking Beyond 
This Point

167 SOUTHWEST FACING
[W11-1] Bicycle Warning (symbol)

East of  intersection of 
Colchester path and 
Colchester Point Rd.

East of  intersection of 
Colchester path and 
Colchester Point Rd. at 
entrance to parking area

REPLACE w/ IL Parking Directional; RELOCATE further north

Northeast corner of  
intersection of Colchester 
path and Colchester Point 
Rd.

RE-INSTALL sign (falling over)

ADD [VW265-XING]

ADD [VW265-XING]

East of  intersection of 
Colchester path and 
Colchester Point Rd. at 
entrance to parking area
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
98 SOUTHEAST FACING

Causeway Park regulations

NORTHWEST FACING
Bikers Must Stop Before Crossing

168 SOUTHEAST FACING
No Motorized Vehicles

99 SOUTHEAST FACING
Causeway Park regulations

169 n/a
REDESIGN park regulations to be consistent w/ park ID signs (color, type); REPOST (not on tree)
South end of bridge on 
Causeway

PAUSE PLACE recommended here

Northwest corner of  
intersection of Colchester 
path and Colchester Point 
Rd.

REPLACE Bikers Must Stop… ; RELOCATE further south on east side of path on simple IL post
REDESIGN park regulations to be consistent w/ park ID signs (color, type); RELOCATE north of 
intersection

ADD stop sign at this crossing

REPOST on simple IL post
At beginning of Colchester 
Causeway; East side

Northwest corner of  
intersection of Colchester 
path and Colchester Point 
Rd.
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
170 n/a

171 SOUTH FACING
Trail Ferry information/hours

100 SOUTH FACING
Allen Point Access regulations

101 WEST FACING
Single sided Fish and Wildlife kiosk

At Allen Point access area

South side of cut

South side of cut, at ferry 
dock

REPLACE regulations w/ text on kiosk

REPLACE w/ SMALL KIOSK

At Allen Point access area

PAUSE PLACE, LARGE KIOSK recommended here
ADD IL Directional

Temporary paper sign indicates need for ferry information to be posted

OPTION to ADD semi-permanent sign until kiosk is installed (both sides of cut)
REMOVE (information to be posted on kiosk at ferry dock)

PAUSE PLACE, SMALL KIOSK recommended here
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
102 SOUTH FACING

15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

103 SOUTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

104 SOUTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

105 EAST FACING
Handmade botany sign

REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

Just North of Allen Point 
access area

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.

REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.

A number of these are scattered between the causeway cut and Martin Rd, highlighting different species

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.
REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.
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a. Existing Sign Inventory and Analysis Schedule

No. Location PhotographMessages
106 SOUTH FACING

15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

107 SOUTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

108 SOUTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

109 SOUTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.
REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.
REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.

Between Allen Point access 
area and Martin Rd.

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.
REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.
REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required
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No. Location PhotographMessages
110 SOUTH FACING

15 MPH Cars Yield to Bike/Ped

NORTH FACING
Stop

111 NORTH FACING
Allen Point Access regulations
Motorized vehicle use regulations

112 WEST FACING
Allen Point Access identification

EAST FACING
Allen Point Access identification

113 SOUTH FACING
Posted
Private Property No Trespassing

North of  intersection of 
Allen Point access road 
and Martin Rd.

Planted hedge behind to block access on private property

REPOST Stop on simple IL post

REMOVE total of (4) signs between causeway cut and Martin Rd.; approx. (4) double-sided required

Southeast corner of  
intersection of Allen Point 
access road and Martin 
Rd.

(8) double sided signs of this design exist between causeway cut and Martin Rd.

Southeast corner of  
intersection of Allen Point 
access road and Martin 
Rd.

Confusing messages regarding motorized use (cars allowed, snowmobile/ATV not allowed)
LARGE KIOSK, PARKING AREA recommended here

ADD IL Directional

It is important to maintain this VT F&W identity here in addition to IL signs/kiosk

REPLACE regulations w/ text on kiosk

Southeast corner of  
intersection of Allen Point 
access road and Martin 
Rd.
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d. Summary of Inventory and
Analysis

 The Island Line aims to link together a group
of diverse communities and separate paths by
way of a unified and continuous corridor. The
Island Line combines and incorporates
sections of existing stretches of the bikeway
that pass through Burlington, Colchester, and
South Hero, with the potential to extend
further north and south. The conditions of
existing signage vary along the corridor. From
the thorough review and inventory of existing
signs we conclude that there are four major
corridor-wide issues, which the steering
committee and consultant need to address.
These issues are 1) sign clutter, 2) the need for
consistent use of MUTCD signs as
appropriate, 3) the need to develop standards
for non-MUTCD warning or informational
signs, 4) the lack of and benefit that would be
derived from an overall sign standard for
identity, directional and entry/informational
signs to link this continuous corridor to
enhance and ensure a safe and seamless user
experience.

Sign Clutter
Overuse of signs is a common problem where
corridors do not already have guidelines in
place. A successful sign plan for the Island
Line corridor will include the relocation,
collocation and removal of signs in order to
reduce existing clutter and redundancy. We
have identified several critical locations with
sign clutter or with the potential for overuse
of signs, although there are other places
where this is an issue. Three of these cluttered
areas include 1) Harrison Ave. near Lakeside
Park, 2) the area around King Street, and 3)
Causeway Park/Airport Park. From the sign
inventory, a few areas exist which have a
significant lack of signs and are in need of
sign treatment. The challenge includes
creating an even and consistent distribution
and placement of signs throughout the Island
Line corridor.

MUTCD Signs
There is a need for consistent regulation of
bicycle and pedestrian traffic. In many cases

the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) provides a guide for
appropriate signs (see specifically MUTCD
Part 9). These MUTCD signs already exist in
some areas along the Island Line path, and
are represented at a smaller and more
“human” scale. Using MUTCD signs is
important for safety particularly at
path/roadway crossings because the signs are
easily recognizable by travelers who have not
previously been on the Island Line. However,
in some cases along the pathway the MUTCD
style is overused. This provides an
opportunity for the Island Line to take a more
prominent role in corridor-wide signage.
There are certain messages that should be
conveyed as Island Line cautionary messages,
and should therefore be incorporated into the
Island Line signage plan. The consultants
suggest that the use of MUTCD signs be
clearly specified. Certain safety signs (like
“stop ahead” and “road crossing”) are and
should continue to be shown as bicycle-scale
MUTCD signs along the pathway. Other signs
that are more site-specific or unique should
become Island Line cautionary signs (see for
example the Island Line Sign Inventory and
Analysis Schedule  location #31.
Opportunities for integrating MUTCD
guidelines with the overall Island Line
aesthetic should be considered.

Consistency
Signs should be consistent. There are
instances along the existing path system
where there are two or more sign designs used
for the exact same purpose. An overarching
directional and distance sign system will be a
significant enhancement for both the local
routes and the overall new route. This
component, coupled with a consistent identity
and an interpretive system designed to work
with the Lake Champlain Basin Program
standards will go a long way to creating a
seamless system for the user. There are many
informational and warning signs in place
along the route. A consistent size, shape, color
and lettering system should be developed for
all signs.
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Entries
The idea of entry markers for the proposed
Island Line will help users locate transition
points and create a presence in the landscape
which the overall system now lacks.

International Symbols
Pictographic or symbol signs should be
considered as a standard for informational
messages...i.e. dog with leash; dog in a circle
with red slash through it, a "P" in a circle for
parking. These types of signs are being used
throughout the country and around the world
and address issues of bi-lingual information
an aspect of the project that needs to be
addressed.

Pavement Marking
A consistent system of pavement markings
should be considered. There are examples of
this elsewhere in the country that work
effectively and could serve to reduce the
number of signs in the landscape. The
MUTCD includes guidance on the use of
pavement markings, as do VTrans documents
Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Planning and
Design Manual and Bicycle and Pedestrian
Design Resource Kit.

Mileage Markers
Existing conditions along sections of the
Island Line in Burlington include painted
distance markers on pavement. In a few cases
signs provide actual mileage to proximate
destinations like the Winooski River and
North Beach. Measurement along the entire
Island Line is an issue that must be
addressed. The Island Line is unique because
it provides easy access to and from the several
communities along its length. The Island Line
has a specific beginning and end. Yet, the
Island Line is defined by its parts, and is also
defined in the context of connections to
greater bikeways continuing to the south,
north and east.

The flexibility of ingress and egress along the
path makes it difficult to create meaningful
measurement of distances. The task of
measuring the path must take the above into
consideration. The consultants propose that a

simplified method of measurement be
utilized. For example, rather than specifying
mileage as a number, the Island Line corridor
might contain mile and half-mile markings
represented by unmarked and naturalistic
posts, marble boulders, raised pavers, etc.
This allows each community and each user to
define the beginning and end of the Island
Line from an individualized starting point.
Yet, the chosen markers will also provide
another visual symbol of continuity
throughout the Island Line corridor. Another
option is to mark mileage North to South and
South to North within each community
allowing for future extensions of the path as a
whole.
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4. NAMING THE ROUTE

a. What’s In a Name?

The Request for Proposals for the Island Line
Signage and Amenities Plan included a task
entitled “Explore Facility Name” and
identified the need to establish the name for
the whole route. This route is comprised of
several distinct sections, including the
Burlington Bikeway, the Colchester Causeway
Park Path and the proposed extension of the
South Hero Recreation Path, which represent
"the overall context for local naming
conventions." Indeed, add to the mix the
overlap with the Lake Champlain Bikeways
route, as well as links and themed loops such
as the South Burlington Recreation Path and
the Cycle the City bicycle route, and you have
a number of distinct segments which follow or
connect to a lakeshore or lake oriented
recreation path/route system beginning in
South Burlington and continuing to Canada.

b. The Need

The local naming conventions have value and
identity for the local communities and entities
which have developed and continue to
support them as transportation and
recreational facilities. To the visitor, though,
this situation poses a problem insofar as the
lack of unity and the disparate names have the
potential to confuse rather than clarify the
options available to them. The notion of
identifying a regional route which
A) becomes a destination and B) provides a
platform for a continuous recreational and
travel experience therefore becomes a
desirable goal from this perspective. The
individual communities involved will also
benefit from a connected overarching identity,
signing and information system to guide local
residents as well as those who come from afar
in a coordinated approach which truly creates
a "whole" experience. Each entity can benefit
from this overarching identity through
economies of scale, management and
marketing.  The marketing aspect cannot be
underestimated; the Steering Committee for
this project has already discussed the value

of "branding the resource," and the Cycle the
City project provides a model for this with the
"Cycle the City Service Directory" keyed to the
Loop Segments along with an overall listing of
attractions and "Bicycle Friendly Businesses."
The wisdom of this approach can be seen in
part by the de facto adoption of the Basin
Programs interpretive system, linking the lake
communities in two states and two countries
with a common heritage.

Thus it is concluded that there is a compelling
rationale for sustaining the momentum
behind The Island Line Rail Trail initiative,
which provides a name for a recreational and
alternative transportation route, which is
comprised of a series of distinct segments
which can continue as they have already
developed.

c. The Name

Now comes the question as to whether or not
"Island Line" is the appropriate name. There
are probably other names that could be
considered and they certainly revolve around
the lake, the basin, the name Champlain.
Some possibilities include:

A) The Lakeshore Route
B) The Lake Line
C) The Basin Path
D) Lake Champlain Recreation Path
E) The Island Route
F) The Champlain Pathway

Each of these may be a logical or desirable
name, but they all share the same basic
problems: 1) they may be considered too
generic; 2) they may be confused with other
similar names already in use (or compete with
those names in the "public mind"); and 3)
they are entirely geographic in nature. The
Champlain Pathway name, first coined in the
1965, has some currency, but again, is
perhaps to close in name to the Lake
Champlain Bikeways.
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Thus we return to the original name The
Island Line Rail Trail. The proposed route
that is being considered as part of an overall
"Island Line" does not follow the historic rail
bed exclusively, and so it is recommended
that "Rail Trail" be dropped from the name.
While the project is certainly part of a Rails to
Trails endeavor, the name Island Line will
transcend this designation, and rail trail does
not do the route or the experience justice. The
name Island is appropriate, travelers coming
from either direction using this route will
invariably be heading towards the islands, one
of the focal points for this portion.

Of course the Island Line also has the
investment of a rich cultural and
transportation history with the story of the
Rutland Railroad. This history will be
articulated as a part of this project but is self
evident in three historic documents:

"Across the Islands and Beyond: A Summer
Book" issued by the Rutland Railroad
"Illustrated Summer Book Descriptive of the
Islands and Shores of Lake Champlain and
Beyond" also published by the Rutland
Railroad circa 1910 and Photographs for the
archives of the Rutland Railroad Historic
Society

The rich history of this initiative, perhaps
originally inspired in part by the 1965 "String
of Pearls" concept forwarded in the
Champlain Pathway Report, is another
distinct asset associated with this name. The
history embraces tourism, transportation,
architecture, recreation, commerce, land use
planning and natural history. It is for all these
reasons that this study recommends “Island
Line” as the name for the route and the
corridor, truly a linear greenway park and
pathway.
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5. CREATING AN IDENTITY

a. Adopting the Island Line as a
Name and Historic Identity for the
Path

As a preamble to exploring and selecting an
identity and/or logo for the Island Line, it is
important to consider some issues that are
associated with developing an identity.

It is very difficult to develop a fresh identity in
a world inundated with logos and images. In
Vermont for example there seems to be an
endless array of logos involving mountains,
hills and water. You have to ask whether any
of them are particularly memorable and have
become imprinted on your visual
consciousness the way the McDonald’s arches
have, or the Nike swoosh has.  These brands
are ubiquitous of course but therein lies the
challenge of branding and identity. A logo has
to be fresh, memorable and legible, it has to
be carried through, it has to be easy to
reproduce in all sizes and colors, and in a
variety of media/materials.  The city of
Burlington logo was originally developed for a
parking sign system and was never intended
to be a city-wide logo but now it is on the
doors of trucks, graces the city letterhead, and
can be found on ball caps and shirts. It has
even been copied by other cities (Portland,
Maine) and has stood the test of time and
adaptability. Banners and Campus District
signs provide examples.

Logotype is derived from the Greek word
logos, which means “word”, and indeed a logo
is the one word or image, which represents a
company; logotype is defined as a  “company
signature or trademark”. The Island Line
requires a mark or signature to create a sense
of its whole, to guide users and to market the
trail and its associated elements as a cultural
and recreational facility. In developing the
logo the design team and Steering Committee
explored three basic concepts:

(1) Creating a literal representation of
some sort with reference to the
islands, the lake, the line itself

Particularly the causeway connection),
the railroad and/or the overall
geography.

(2) Relying on typography to create the
identity, perhaps using historic
graphic styles employed by the
Rutland Railroad or some other
distinct lettering and framing to
present “The Island Line”.

(3) Using abstract images to convey a
sense of the trail, of motion, of
shoreline (which this trail closely
follows). A curvilinear form may
represent the mediation between trail,
land and water, for example.

From these explorations the Island Line
identity was created to be a simple, adaptable,
recognizable and appropriate graphic element
to represent this multi-use pathway corridor
along Lake Champlain.

b. The Logo

We received feedback from everyone on the
Steering Committee on our first generation of
logo concepts for the Island Line; their input
was critical. Some committee members even
posted the concepts in their offices to gather
comments. This feedback has led us to
another round of designs, which either
focused on the notion of a trail and a line or
more of geographic representation. Many of
the committee members were drawn to the
original landscape/map based images,
although we sensed that none of those
presented in the first round gelled with people
as is.  Other feedback focused on how the
images related to either a transit oriented
theme or other types of references, such
circles and seals reminiscent of an ice cream
label, or like the VT transit identity, etc.  An
underlying similarity in the comments,
whether written or inferred by LW, was that
the sense of a trail was not conveyed strongly
in the concepts.  Thus our conclusions were
that the primary logo elements should be:
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1) The unique landscape (set apart from all
the mountains and lakes and skies that are
used everywhere in Vermont;
2) A trail, the path itself conveying the sense
of what the “line” actually is; and
3) A light-hearted quality, not formal, one
that is fun and somewhat more loose in its
graphic presentation

We believe that the logo can hint at railroad
history through typestyle, if desired, and that
we should rely on the interpretive panels and
art or artifacts to carry the weight of the
history, along with kiosk and sign structures.
There was also some interest in icons, such as
walkers or bikers.  We have explored it, we
feel that it may be too much to represent for a
multi-use path.  It becomes very complex,
very quickly.  And, it has "been done" many
times over.  We will provide a sampling of this
second round of designs but want to focus at
this juncture on one in particular that we
believe will be fresh, fun, lively and colorful. It
effectively addresses the three primary logo
elements outlined and is derived from a semi-
literal outline of the lake’s and islands’
geography. It has a dynamic quality to it with
the shape of the horizon, suggesting both
distance and the curvature of the earth
beyond a causeway and islands.

A logo must work in black and white as well as
color.  An example of the former is provided
along with a series of exciting and engaging
color explorations which include the option of
fading or dissolving as in the sky.

A final revision to the proposed logo was the
addition of town/city names below the route
name. This serves to reinforce the identities of
the individual communities through which
the path traverses. This individuality can be
marketed further in the sense that path users
could collect t-shirts, hats and other materials
from each location they visited, creating the
desire to have the “complete” set. Existing
color schemes of each community’s parks and
recreation departments can be carried over
into the Island Line logo, reinforcing both the
path as a whole and its’ distinctive parts.
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6. SIGN AND AMENITY DESIGN

a. Developing the Sign System

The sign family includes 4 basic components
at this time:
1) On Road and Pathway Signs provided for
under the MUTCD standards
2) A standardized system of Path Warning
and Regulatory Signs that are promulgated by
the governing local municipalities or state
agencies;
3) Island Line identity and directional signs;
and
4) Entry Kiosks.

1. On Road and Pathway Signs Provided
for Under the MUTCD Standards.

These signs are to be used wherever they are
warranted under the provisions of the
MUTCD and applicable to either the approach
condition or pathway condition. Note that a
subset of signs are provided by VTrans
Standard E-131-B and to that end we have
shown signs VD-503 and D1-1b as the guide
signs to direct travelers from a roadway
location to the Island Line and along on-road
segments of the path. Note that a special
decorative post is proposed for the Path signs.
However, all on-road signs will comply with
VTrans & MUTCD sign requirements.

2. A Standardized System of Path
Warning and Regulatory Signs that are
Promulgated by the Governing Local
Municipalities or State Agencies.

The importance of implementing a
standardized approach for all these types of
signs which fall outside of the MUTCD and
which have proliferated along the path routes
in all forms and sizes cannot be
overemphasized. These types of signs have
undermined the visual landscape in places
and contributed to the presence of sign clutter

just by their inconsistency. A color system
combined with consistent typography and
symbols would help unify this component of
the necessary signing along the route and also
be a boon to the local municipalities who will
now have guidelines for such signs when
warranted. Note that a decorative post is
proposed for these signs. MUTCD compliant
and Alternate Island Line designs have been
developed. The recommended Alternate
designs provide a valuable opportunity to
enhance the visual environment along the
path, while communicating warning and
regulatory messages safely and effectively.

3. Island Line Identity and Directional
Signs.

These are heart of the system and are
designed to be appropriate and size and scale
for the type of locations they will be placed in.
Each directional sign post will display 1) the
Island Line logo with the appropriate
community name; 2) the name of the path(s)
or park(s) in which the sign is located using
the “parks and recreation” color standards of
that community; 3) street names when
applicable at crossings; and 4) up to four
directional panels to specific destinations,
with travel distances in miles and kilometers.

4. Entry Kiosks.

These kiosks can be placed at important, high
use access and entry areas and are derivative
of the original Island Line railroad
architecture. Construction methods are being
explored to ensure that the simple kiosk, in
particular is cost effective to build and thus
affordable, allowing frequent placement.
Kiosk panel design will be adapted from Lake
Champlain Wayside Exhibit design
guidelines.
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Distinctive semaphores, the signs of a railroad, have provided a very strong visual inspiration for
the proposed post system shown in the sign designs.

b. Developing and Locating
Amenities; Benches, Bike racks,
Rest Areas & “Pause Places”

An amenity is defined as “an attractive or
desirable feature” or “anything that adds to
one’s comfort or convenience” (Webster’s
New World Dictionary).  Amenities will
become an important part of the Island Line
as it evolves into a regional pathway system.
As is stated in § 11. Summary of
Recommendations and Implementation of
this plan, “there is no question that the Island
Line concept, to come to fruition, will rely in
part on the visual identity of the pathway and
its associated elements. Thus the logo, the
sign system, and a continuous, coordinated
and connected system of amenities will help
immeasurably to establish the pathway and its
presence in the landscape.” Amenities are
those elements which supplement and
support the pathway travel experience and
include restrooms, benches, interpretive
elements and opportunities for environmental
or public art. The Island Line Plan features
three types of amenities and variations of
these as they are proposed to be developed as
part of the pathway route.

One proposed amenity is an accessible
portable restroom enclosure which follows the

design style of the kiosks. This amenity is
proposed for those few locations where an
additional outdoor restroom facility may be
warranted.

A second set of concepts for amenities
includes a range of markers and/or natural
stone elements as part of an artwork, mile
marker or interpretive opportunity. Finally,
the notion of    “Pause Places” has been
forwarded as part of the project - small scaled
sitting areas aside or off the pathway which
allow users to rest, view scenery or learn
about the natural and cultural history of the
landscape the Island Line courses through.
Independent of these “Pause Places” it is
likely that there will be desirable locations for
single benches, a single interpretive sign
based on the Lake Champlain Basin Program
prototype and bike racks in strategic
locations.  Landscaping is also encouraged as
part of the overall amenities that one might
experience along the route, although
developing landscape plans was beyond the
scope of this particular undertaking.
Landscaping can take the form of native
gardens and fern groupings at the edge of the
pathway, wildflower meadows or even tree
plantings for shade, wind control and
aesthetic enhancement.



Two Sided Small Kiosk
Metal structure with roof;

To be used a secondary access points/trailheads

Four Sided Large Kiosk
Metal and wood (or wood alternative) structure with roof;

To be used at primary access points/trailheads

Parking Directional

REC PATH
PARKING AT

AIRPORT
PARK ONLY
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Directional Signs Informational/Interpretive Kiosks

c. Sign and Amenity Designs (1 of 6)

NOTE: All directional and informational messages required are not shown here; See Proposed Sign Location Schedules and Maps for other detailed messages

Directional
SHOWN WITH:

Roundhouse Park ID Panel
Burlington Bikeway ID Panel

Island Line ID Panel 
(w/ Burlington Community Name)

3.4 mi
5.5 km

PERKINS PIER
Restroom

ROUNDHOUSE
PARK

OAKLEDGE
PARK

1.1 mi
1.8 km

4.3 mi
6.9 km

SOUTH
BURLINGTON 5.9 mi

9.5 km

Burlington Bikeway
a section of

Roundhouse Park
a section of

Burlington

Directional
SHOWN WITH:

Street Xing Panel
Allen Point ID Panel
Island Line ID Panel

 (w/ So. Hero Community Name)

• Kiosk structures and roof designs inspired by historic railroad architecture
• Lake Champlain Basin Program Wayside Exhibit design guidelines to be adapted to Island Line kiosks
• Panel topics may include historical information, area attractions, park rules/features, unique places,

local flora/fauna, safety tips, trail etiquette and Causeway ferry schedule/information

• Directional sign post and post finial designs inspired by railroad semaphores and glass insulators from utility poles
• Directional signs shown with individual community IDs on logo panels and park/section ID panels for individual path segments

• Trail Link sign displays name and logo of linked trail

AIRPORT PARK
Ferry Access ONLY

BURLINGTON
Ferry Access ONLY

CAUSEWAY PARK
Ferry Access ONLY

3.4 mi
5.5 km

1.1 mi
1.8 km

4.3 mi
6.9 km

5.9 mi
9.5 km

a section of
Allen Point

South Hero

Martin Road

ALLEN POINT

Confirmatory
Directional 

NOTE: To be used as trailblazer
when complete directional is

not necessary

Colchester

a section of
Airport Park

Directional
SHOWN WITH:

Street Xing Panel
Airport Park ID Panel
Island Line ID Panel

(w/ Colchester Community Name)
NOTE: Causeway ferry directional
panel to have changeable panel
for operating hours information

Colchester

Colchester Point Rd.

a section of
Airport Park

1.5 mi
2.4 km

COLCHESTER
CAUSEWAY

ALLEN POINT
Ferry Access ONLY 4.7 mi

7.6 km

FERRY TO
So. HERO
Aug. Sat/Sun 10am-6pm 

4.1 mi
6.6 km

RESTROOM

Trail Link
NOTE: Logo and name of
linked trail to be displayed

on lower sign panel

Special Places

Safety Tips and
Trail Etiquette

Permitted Uses

Trail Map

Area Attractions

image image

imageimage

Burlington

Historical topic

Relevance to current path

image imageimage

Burlington

Island Line Railroad



Advanced Warning Crossing
W11-1 Bicycle symbol

VW265-XING
Supplemental Plaque
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On-Road MUTCD Signs Shared Use Path MUTCD and Custom MUTCD Compliant Signs

Warning Crossing
W11-2 Pedestrian symbol

W16-7 Arrow
NOTE: Florescent

yellow-green backgrounds
to be used when necessary

VD-503 Bike Route Marker 
D1-1b Supplemental Plaque

(Route Name)
M7-1 Bicycle

Directional Arrow 

R1-1
Stop

Custom MUTCD Compliant Regulatory
NOTE: Custom messages to be used/adapted

when not provided for in MUTCD

VD-503 Bike Route Marker
M7-1 Bicycle

Directional Arrow 

c. Sign and Amenity Designs (2 of 6)

Custom
MUTCD Compliant

Warning
NOTE: Custom
message to be
used when not
provided for
in MUTCD

W3-1a
Stop Ahead 

NOTE: To be used
only when sight

distance to Stop sign
is restricted.

W1-3
Reverse Turn

W8-10
Slippery Surface

w/ Custom
MUTCD

Compliant
Plaque

ISLAND LINE

CHAMPCHAMPLLAINAIN
BIKEWAYBIKEWAY

ISLAND
LINE

ENTER ING
RES IDENTIAL

AREA
PLEASE STAY ON

DES IGNATED PATH

KEEP

RIGHT

PLEASEPATH USERS
MUST STOP
BEFORE
CROSSING

USE
CAUTION

NOTE: All warning and regulatory messages required (MUTCD and custom MUTCD compliant) are not shown here; See Proposed Sign Location Schedules and Maps for other detailed messages.



Warning Crossing
W11-2 Pedestrian symbol

W16-7 Arrow
NOTE: Florescent

yellow-green backgrounds
to be used when necessary

Advanced Warning Crossing
W11-1 Bicycle symbol

VW265-XING
Supplemental Plaque
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On-Road MUTCD Signs ALTERNATE Island Line Warning/Regulatory  SignsShared Use Path MUTCD

VD-503 Bike Route Marker 
D1-1b Supplemental Plaque

(Route Name)
M7-1 Bicycle

Directional Arrow 

R1-1
Stop

VD-503 Bike Route Marker
M7-1 Bicycle

Directional Arrow 

c. Sign and Amenity Designs (3 of 6)

Custom Island Line Warning Custom Island Line RegulatoryW3-1a
Stop Ahead 

NOTE: To be used
only when sight

distance to Stop sign
is restricted.

ISLAND LINE

CHAMPCHAMPLLAINAIN
BIKEWAYBIKEWAY

ISLAND
LINE

NOTE: All warning and regulatory messages required (MUTCD and Island Line) are not shown here; See Proposed Sign Location Schedules and Maps for other detailed messages.

PATH USERS
MUST STOP

BEFORE
CROSSING

PLEASE STAY ON
DESIGNATED

PATH

ENTERING
RESIDENTIAL

AREA

KEEP

RIGHT

PLEASE

Owners responsible
for clean-up

By city ordinance

DOGS MUST
BE LEASHED

$50 to $500 fine

SLOW

SHARP CORNER

SLOW
CONGESTED

AREA

SLOW

USE CAUTION

ON ROAD
PATH AHEAD

CAUTION

• Custom designed Island Line Warning and Regulatory signs will most likely need to be funded locally



Restroom Structure

Accessible Port-ol-let Shelter
Section View

Accessible Port-o-let Shelter
Side View

Accessible Port-o-let Shelter
Plan View and Section Line

(Scale: 1/4” = 1’)
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c. Sign and Amenity Designs (4 of 6)

• Metal structure with roof and corrugated metal “walls” inspired by historic railroad architecture, following same design pattern as kiosk structures
• Restroom structure designed to disguise seasonal port-o-lets where recommended on path

• Structure allows port-o-let to be removed for winter and/or entire structure to be dismantled; Open roof allows for adequate ventilation



Native Stone Mile Marker
(w/ etched text)

Native Stone Mile Marker
(w/ Intaglio photographic etching)

Stone Wall
(w/ text panel inset)

Marble
(w/ carved representation)

“....my uncle Hyde helped on one of the teams drawing 
stones for cribbing on the side. Sometimes if it was a big, 
big stone, they drove one stone from South Hero. If the 
stones were smaller they drove two stones for that 
cribbing on the side. In the quarry near where the 
Wilders live now is where they were getting the stone.” 

 - Leland Martin on the building of the Island Line

The railway carried stone and milk among other things, and 
today pathway users can enjoy both the line’s legacy and the 
natural resources of the basin through the use of native stone. 
Marble is the primary material of the causeway, but along its 
route outcrops of shale and redstone tell an even more dramatic 
story of the lakeshore and island geology and the Champlain 
Thrust Fault. It is proposed that this stone, in all its variations, 
be employed as part of the amenities of the Island Line to be 

used for mile markers, interpretative opportu-
nities and “pause places” -locations where 
people can rest and learn more about the 
human and natural history of this extraordi-
nary scenic route.

Stone Marker
Embedded in the path, showing

path section name and mileage markers
reading from both directions

Island Line Mile Markers and Stone Elements as Amenities
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c. Sign and Amenity Designs (5 of 6)
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A “Pause Place” along the Island Line

c. Sign and Amenity Designs (6 of 6)

STONE MONOLITH

RAILROAD STYLE BENCH

INTERPRETIVE SIGN

LO
W

 S
IT

TI
N

G
 W

AL
L

VIEWS TO LAKE
(WHERE POSSIBLE)

NATURAL CLEARING
OR SELECTIVE REMOVAL

Another aspect of the Island Line is the opportunity to develop “pause places” 
that invite users to take a break, enjoy the scenery and learn more about the 
human and natural history of the Island Line and the cultural geography of 
particular segments of the pathway. These special places can be developed with 
a focus on different themes, such as using part of an old structure or a re-
creation of one, a sculpture, or an interpretive sign with a view, all serving to be 
a focal point and provide a sense of place. 

“A successful rail trail serves as a gathering place, providing a venue for 
community interaction. A good way to tie a rail trail into a community is to 
incorporate aspects of the local character into its design or the amenities that 
go with it. Additionally a trail can use a common set of design elements that 
link the various communities through which it passes.” 

“While it is important to unify trail design elements so that a trail can be 
readily recognized at any point along its length, diversity in the design of 
interpretive areas and destination points is also vital to maintain the interest 
of trail users.”

“...elements of the original rail facility...when incorporated into the rail trail 
design, offer a historic link to the previous uses of the corridor.”

from “Winning with Rail Trails” in Landscape Architecture Magazine, June 2004

In this example of one “pause place” along the current route, there is a missed 
opportunity to create an area that has more impact by combining the existing 
elements and adding to them. Studies of interpretive environments find that 
when signs are integrated with benches right next to them as well as other three 
dimensional elements, users are more likely to stop, rest, read, etc.

ISLAND LINE PATH
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7. SIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The following design, material, and
fabrication specifications are to be used when
soliciting bids for implementation of signs.





SIGN PANEL MATERIAL OPTIONS:
1) Embedded fiberglass w/ full color graphics; or 2) Powder coated aluminum w/ exterior grade cut and/or full color vinyl graphics
NOTES:
1) See §8. Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps and §9. Proposed Sign Schedule for specific locations and message required
2) All artwork for logo, messages, arrows, and symbols to be provided by LandWorks
3) Signs to be double-sided unless otherwise noted in §9. Proposed Sign Schedule
4) Colors shown are representational only

6a: Island Line Directional (D.)

6"
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m
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Aluminum post

Aluminum post base w/ structural gussets and decorative bands

Anodized aluminum post finial cast from historic glass insulator

Island Line ID Panel with community name
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stailnless steel hardware

Direct burial installation w/ compacted gravel backfill and compacted 
gravel sub-base
OPTION: Concrete footing w/ compacted gravel sub-base

3'
-6

" 
m

in
.

4'
-0

"

Directional Panels w/ destination names, directional arrows, and travel distance 
in miles and kilomenters
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stainless steel hardware
NOTE: Maximum of (4) directional panels per sign post

10
 1

/4
"

1'-4"

Ø 3 1/2"

Ø 2 3/4"

Ø 7"

Section ID Panel Designs
Section ID Panel colors to reflect standard "Parks and 
Recreation" colors for each community.R 1/2"

4"1 
1/

2"

Street Crossing ID Panel(s) when applicable
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stainless steel hardware
NOTE: Post height to increase accordingly when street name is used

Ø 3 1/2"

Section/Park ID Panel(s)
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stainless steel hardware
NOTE: Number of Section/Park Name ID Panels varies, post height to increase 
accordingly

1/
4"

Island Line Sign & Amenities Plan
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DATE: 1/05
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'



SIGN PANEL MATERIAL OPTIONS:
1) Embedded fiberglass w/ full color graphics; or 2) Powder coated aluminum w/ exterior grade cut and/or full color vinyl graphics
NOTES:
1) See §8. Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps and §9. Proposed Sign Schedule for specific locations and message required
2) All artwork for logo, messages, arrows, and symbols to be provided by LandWorks
3) Signs to be double-sided unless otherwise noted in §9. Proposed Sign Schedule
4) Colors shown are representational only

6b: Island Line Confirmatory Directional (D.c)
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Aluminum post

Anodized aluminum post finial cast from historic glass insulator

Island Line ID Panel with community name
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stailnless steel hardware

Direct burial installation w/ compacted gravel backfill and compacted 
gravel sub-base
OPTION: Concrete footing w/ compacted gravel sub-base

3'
-6

" 
m

in
.

4'
-0

"

Confirmatory Directional Panel
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stainless steel hardware
NOTE: This sign type to be used as trailblazer when complete Directional sign 
post is not necessary

1'-4"

Ø 2 3/4"

Section ID Panel Designs
Section ID Panel colors to reflect standard "Parks and 
Recreation" colors for each community.R 1/2"

4"1 
1/

2"

Ø 3 1/2"

Section/Park ID Panel(s)
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stainless steel hardware
NOTE: Number of Section/Park Name ID Panels varies, post height to increase 
accordingly

10
"

6"

1/
4"

Aluminum post base w/ structural gussets and decorative bands

Ø 3 1/2"

Ø 7"
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Ø 2"

#.#: Island Line Trail Link Sign

6"
6"

5'
-2

 5
/8

"

Trail ID w/ linked trail name and logo
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stailnless steel hardware

Direct burial installation w/ compacted gravel backfill and 
compacted gravel sub-base
OPTION: Concrete footing w/ compacted gravel sub-base

3'
-6

" 
m

in
.

4'
-0

"

1'-4"

Trail Link Directional Panel
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stailnless steel hardware

SIGN PANEL MATERIAL OPTIONS:
1) Embedded fiberglass w/ full color graphics; or 2) Powder coated aluminum w/ exterior grade cut and/or full color vinyl graphics
NOTES:
1) See §8. Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps and §9. Proposed Sign Schedule for specific locations and message required
2) All artwork for logo, messages, arrows, and symbols to be provided by LandWorks
3) Signs to be double-sided unless otherwise noted in §9. Proposed Sign Schedule
4) Colors shown are representational only

6c: Island Line Trail Link (TL.)

Aluminum hemisphere post cap

Aluminum sign post

1/
4"

1"

Ø 2 1/2"
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2'
-6

"

9'
-6

"

Galvanized steel square sign post

Direct burial installation w/ compacted gravel backfill and 
compacted gravel sub-base
OPTION 1: Concrete footing w/ compacted gravel sub-base
OPTION 2: Break-away base3'

-6
" 

m
in

.

7'
-0

"

2'-0"

Parking Directional Panel
Bolted to post w/ tamper resistant stailnless steel hardware
Panel to be .10 aluminum w/ vinyl background and graphics
NOTE: No sign panel material option on PD. sign

NOTES:
1) See §8. Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps and §9. Proposed Sign Schedule for specific locations and message required
2) All artwork for logo, messages, arrows, and symbols to be provided by LandWorks
3) Signs to be double-sided unless otherwise noted in §9. Proposed Sign Schedule
4) Colors shown are representational only

6d: Island Line Parking Directional (PD.)

Reflective vinyl lettering
3" caps

Reflective vinyl graphics

Island Line Sign & Amenities Plan
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NOTES:
1) See §8. Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps and §9. Proposed Sign Schedule for specific locations and message required
2) All artwork for logo, messages, arrows, and symbols to be provided by LandWorks
3) Signs to be double-sided unless otherwise noted in §9. Proposed Sign Schedule
4) Colors shown are representational only

6e: Island Line Small Kiosk (SK.)

Installation onto reinforced concrete footing w/ compacted gravel 
backfill and compacted gravel sub-base

Rectangular base plate welded to structure
Bolted to concrete footing w/ anchor bolts
Bolt heads to have decorative/safety caps

Hipped galvanized steel or aluminum roof

(8) "weathered"  steel roof braces welded to roof frame
Bolted to kiosk structure

"Weathered" steel roof structure w/ decorative trim

(4) "weathered" steel "L"s welded together to form kiosk structure

(2) Phenolic resin embedded graphic panels
Bolted to structure with "weathered" steel "Z"s
Lake Champlain Basin Program Wayside Exhibit design guidelines 
to be adapted to Island Line kiosks (final design layouts/standards 
to be developed when plan is implemented)

Special Places

Safety Tips and
Trail Etiquette

Permitted Uses

Trail Map

Area Attractions

image image

imageimage

A A

Front Elevation

SECTION A-A

Base plate

(4) Anchor bolts w/ caps

(4) steel "L"s

(2) graphic panels

(4) steel "Z" panel brackets

4'-0" 1'
-4

 1
/4

"

2'-4"

4'
-1

 1
/2

"
3'

-2
"

1'-2"

3'
-6

" 
m

in
.

9'
-9

"

1'-10"

1"

1'
-4

"

8"
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Historical topic

Island Line Railroad

Relevance to current path

image image image

NOTES:
1) See §8. Proposed Sign and Amenity Location Maps and §9. Proposed Sign Schedule for specific locations and message required
2) All artwork for logo, messages, arrows, and symbols to be provided by LandWorks
3) Signs to be double-sided unless otherwise noted in §9. Proposed Sign Schedule
4) Colors shown are representational only

6f: Island Line Large Kiosk (LK.)

Square steel base
Fastened to concrete footing w/ anchor bolts

Hipped galvanized steel or aluminum roof

(8) "weathered"  steel roof braces welded to roof frame
Bolted to kiosk structure

"Weathered" steel roof structure w/ decorative trim

Wood or recycled plastic lumber square kiosk structure

(4) Phenolic resin embedded graphic panels with 
aluminum frames
Bolted to structure
Lake Champlain Basin Program Wayside Exhibit design 
guidelines to be adapted to Island Line kiosks (final 
design layouts/standards to be developed when plan is 
implemented)

A

Front Elevation

SECTION A-A

(4) graphic panels

5'-4" 2'
-0

 1
/2

"

2'-11"

4'
-2

 1
/2

"
3'

-1
"

2'-11"

3'
-6

" 
m

in
.

10
'-3

"

2'-8" 1"

Installation onto reinforced concrete footing w/ compacted gravel 
backfill and compacted gravel sub-base

A
(8) steel "Z" panel 
brackets

Square base

Wood or wood alternative 
kiosk structure
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8. PROPOSED SIGN AND AMENITY LOCATION MAPS

Sections 8 and 9 outline sign messages,
quantities, and locations recommended for
implementation of the Island Line sign
system. Recommendations and notes in
§ 3a. and 3b. correspond to the following
messages and locations.





REDROCKS PARK

Harrison Ave.

Flynn Ave.

Austin Dr.

Lakeside Ave.

Maple St.

King St.

Main St.
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Beachcrest
Dr.

Shore Rd.

Stanifo
rd

 Rd.

Starr 
Farm

 R
d.

W.1

W.4

W1-3.1
W1-3.2

W.5
W.6

W1-1.1
W1-1.2

W.7

W8-10.2
W.3
W8-10.1
W.2

W.8

W11-1.1
VW265-XING.1
W11-1.2 
VW265-XING.2

W11-1.3
W16-7p.1

W11-1.5
VW265-XING.4

W11-1.6
VW265-XING.5

W11-1.4
VW265-XING.3

W11-1.7
VW265-XING.6

W11-1.8
VW265-XING.7
W11-1.9
W16-7p.2

W.9

W.10

LK.1

SK.1

LK.2

LK.3

LK.4

LK.5

SK.3

SK.2

D.1

D.2

D.3

D.4

D.5 D.6

D.7

D.8

D.9
D.10

D.11

D.12

D.13

D.14

D.15

D.16
D.17

D.18
D.19

D.20

D.21

D.22

D.23

D.24

D.25
D.26

D.27

VD-503.1
M7-1.1

D1-1b.1
D1-1b.2

VD-503.2
M7-1.2

D1-1b.3
D1-1b.4

VD-503.3
M7-1.3

D1-1b.5
D1-1b.6

VD-503.4
M7-1.4

D1-1b.7
D1-1b.8 VD-503.9

M7-1.9
D1-1b.17
D1-1b.18

VD-503.5
M7-1.5

D1-1b.9
D1-1b.10
VD-503.6

M7-1.6
D1-1b.11
D1-1b.12

W11-1.12
W16-7p.5
W11-1.13
W16-7p.6

W11-1.10
W16-7p.3
W11-1.11
W16-7p.4

VD-503.7
M7-1.7

D1-1b.13
D1-1b.14
VD-503.8

M7-1.8
D1-1b.15
D1-1b.16

VW265-XING.8

VW265-XING.9
VW265-XING.10

VW265-XING.11
VW265-XING.12

VW265-XING.13
VW265-XING.14

TL.1

TL.2
TL.3

TL.5

TL.6

TL.4

R1-1.1

R1-1.2

R1-1.5
R1-1.6

R1-1.3
R1-1.4

R1-1.7
R1-1.8

R1-1.9
R1-1.10

R1-1.11
R1-1.12

R1-1.13
R1-1.14

R1-1.15
R1-1.16

R1-1.17
R1-1.18

R1-1.19
R1-1.20

t
(existing)

Pause Place

Replace fencing

Replace benches
Add bikeracks

Pause Place

Pause Place

t

Benches, bikeracks

t(existing)

Bikeracks on path to
arena and beach

Benches, bikeracks

Pause Place
Bikeracks (short-term)

Replace fencing

Bikeracks

Benches, bikeracks

t

t(existing)

(existing)

(existing) t

ROUND-
HOUSE
PARK

STARR FARM
DOG PARK

LEDDY PARK

ETHAN
ALLEN PARK
AND TOWER

NORTH BEACH
PARK &

CAMPGROUND

BURLINGTON
DOG PARK

BURLINGTON
SKATE PARK

WATERFRONT
PARK

OAKLEDGE
PARK

8. PROPOSED SIGN AND AMENITY LOCATION MAP (1 of 3)
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SCALE: 1" = 1800'
Drawn by MH, AK, JR; Checked by DR
NOTE: All locations are approximate. Base map information is only as accurate 
as original source (Sources: GIS data provided by VCGI and towns).
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Type of amenity

MUTCD Supplemental Plaque
(Route Name)

LK.#

D.#

TL.#

Island Line Directional

Trail Link Directional

Large Kiosk

MUTCD Path Stop

Small KioskSK.#

R1-1.#

W.# MUTCD or IL Alternate 
Warning

R.# MUTCD or IL Alternate 
Regulatory

PD.# Parking Directional

MUTCD Warning Crossing
Bicycle (symbol)W11-1.#

MUTCD Supplemental PlaqueVW265-XING.#

MUTCD ArrowW16-7p.#

D1-1b.#

MUTCD Bike Route 
Directional ArrowM7-1.#

MUTCD Bike Route MarkerVD-503.#

AmenityVaries
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LK.5

SK.3
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LK.6

D.22

D.23

D.24

D.25
D.26

D.27

D.28

D.29

W11-1.12
W16-7p.5
W11-1.13
W16-7p.6

W11-1.10
W16-7p.3
W11-1.11
W16-7p.4

D.32
D.30

D.31
D.33

PD.1
PD.2

PD.3

PD.4

PD.5

VD-503.14
M7-1.14

D1-1b.23

VD-503.10
M7-1.10

D1-1b.19
VD-503.11

M7-1.11
D1-1b.20

VD-503.12
M7-1.12
D1-1b.21
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R1-1.24

TL.5
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R1-1.11
R1-1.12

R1-1.13
R1-1.14

R1-1.15
R1-1.16

R1-1.17
R1-1.18

R1-1.19
R1-1.20

R1-1.25
R1-1.26

R1-1.21
R1-1.22

Bikeracks on path to
arena and beach

Benches, bikeracks

t

Pause Place
Bikeracks (short-term)

Pause Place
Bikeracks (short-term)

OPTION for LCBP interpretive sign(s)
NOTE: Would need to be removed if

cantilevered ped. bridge is implemented
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SCALE: 1" = 1800'
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Type of amenity

MUTCD Supplemental Plaque
(Route Name)

LK.#

D.#

TL.#

Island Line Directional

Trail Link Directional

Large Kiosk

MUTCD Path Stop

Small KioskSK.#

R1-1.#

W.# MUTCD or IL Alternate 
Warning

R.# MUTCD or IL Alternate 
Regulatory

PD.# Parking Directional

MUTCD Warning Crossing
Bicycle (symbol)W11-1.#

MUTCD Supplemental PlaqueVW265-XING.#

MUTCD ArrowW16-7p.#

D1-1b.#

MUTCD Bike Route 
Directional ArrowM7-1.#

MUTCD Bike Route MarkerVD-503.#

AmenityVaries
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W. Shore Rd.

E. Shore Rd.

Landon Rd.

2

R.11

Special sign: Ferry Information
(semi-permanent/until kiosk is implemented)

Special sign: Ferry Information
(semi-permanent/until kiosk is implemented)

SK.6

LK.7

SK.8

SK.7

D.35

D.36

D.37

D.38

VD-503.15
M7-1.15

VD-503.16
M7-1.16

TL.7

TL.8

TL.9

R1-1.27

Pause Place

Pause Place

(VT Fish & Wildlife)t
Pause Place

Pause Place (at location of former
bridge tender's shelter)

Proposed parking area
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VILLAGE
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POINT F&W

ACCESS
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CAUSEWAY
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8. PROPOSED SIGN AND AMENITY LOCATION MAP (3 of 3)
SCALE: 1" = 1800'
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Trail Link Directional
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MUTCD Path Stop

Small KioskSK.#
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W.# MUTCD or IL Alternate 
Warning

R.# MUTCD or IL Alternate 
Regulatory

PD.# Parking Directional

MUTCD Warning Crossing
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MUTCD Supplemental PlaqueVW265-XING.#

MUTCD ArrowW16-7p.#

D1-1b.#

MUTCD Bike Route 
Directional ArrowM7-1.#

MUTCD Bike Route MarkerVD-503.#
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9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

Sections 8 and 9 outline sign messages,
quantities, and locations recommended for
implementation of the Island Line sign
system. Recommendations and notes in
§ 3a. and 3b. correspond to the following
messages and locations.





 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

(West-facing)
W11-1.1 [Bicycle symbol]

VW265-
XING.1

[Supplemental plaque]

(East-facing)
W11-1.2 [Bicycle symbol]
VW265-
XING.2

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
VD-503.1 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.1 [Directional [Arrow]]  
D1-1b.1 Island Line
D1-1b.2 Burlington Bikeway

(East-facing)
VD-503.2 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.2 Directional [Arrow]  
D1-1b.3 Island Line
D1-1b.4 Burlington Bikeway

SK.1 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(North-facing)

R1-1.1 STOP

(North-facing)
TL.1 Trail Link

Champlain Parkway Path 
(Cross Railroad Tracks)
To South Burlington
(South-facing)

D.1 Oakledge Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Austin Drive [Street Xing]
Oakledge Beach  
Waterfront Park  
Causeway/Ferry  
So. Hero Village  
(North-facing)

W.1 CAUTION
On-Road Path Ahead

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

At intersection of path and 
Austin Dr.; West side of 
path

  

At intersection of path and 
Austin Dr.; West side of 
path

Northeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Austin Dr.

West of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; South side 
of street

North of intersection of 
path and Austin Dr.; West 
side of path

Southwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Austin Dr.

At intersection of path and 
Austin Dr.; East side of 
path

At intersection of path and 
Austin Dr.; East side of 
path

CO-LOCATE with TL.1

CO-LOCATE with D.1; 
Confirmatory sign @ 
Champlain Parkway Path 
recommended
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street
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(North-facing)
D.2 Oakledge Park [ID Panel]

Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]]  
(South-facing)
Oakledge Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]]  
(South-facing)

D.3 Oakledge Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]]  
(West-facing)

D.4 Oakledge Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]] 

LK.1

(North-facing)
D.5 Oakledge Park [ID Panel]

Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]]  
(East-facing)

D.6 Oakledge Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Flynn Avenue [Street Xing]
Restrooms  
Tennis Courts  
So. Burlington  
(West-facing)
Oakledge Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Flynn Avenue [Street Xing]
Restrooms 
Roundhouse Park  
Perkins Pier  
Waterfront Park  

(Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)

Near Oakledge Park parking 
area

Oakledge Park; West edge 
of connection between 
parking areas

Oakledge Park; Northern 
edge of southern portion of 
parking area

Confirmatory Directional

Double-sided; Oakledge 
Park; Southern edge of 
parking area; West side of 
path

Confirmatory Directional

Oakledge Park, @ turn in 
path north of southern 
pavilion/top of hill

Confirmatory Directional

Double-sided; @ Oakledge 
beach; North side of path; 
Restroom sign on pavilion 
recommended

OPTION for Champlain 
Bikeway message

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P
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k 
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n
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n

u
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
W8-10.1 [Slippery surface symbol]

(West-facing)
W.2 Use Caution

(North-facing)
W8-10.2 [Slippery surface symbol]

(North-facing)
W.3 Use Caution

(West-facing)
W11-1.3 [Bicycle symbol]
W16-7p.1 [Arrow]

(South-facing)
R1-1.2 STOP

(South-facing)

VD-503.3 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 
Bikeway

M7-1.3 [Arrow] 
D1-1b.5 Island Line
D1-1b.6 Burlington Bikeway

(East-facing)
VD-503.4 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.4 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.7 Island Line
D1-1b.8 Burlington Bikeway

(West-facing)
VD-503.5 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.5 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.9 Island Line
D1-1b.10 Burlington Bikeway

(East-facing)
VD-503.6 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.6 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.11 Island Line
D1-1b.12 Burlington Bikeway

(West-facing)
VD-503.7 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.7 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.13 Island Line
D1-1b.14 Burlington Bikeway

At south end of bridge 
south of Proctor Place

Near southern end of 
Proctor Place; West side of 
path

COLLOCATE w/ W.2

OPTIONAL; MUTCD W8-
10p could also be used; 
COLLOCATE w/ W8-10.1

End of private drive 
entering Harrison Ave.; 
South side of drive
Southwest corner of 
intersection of Proctor Place 
and Harrison Ave.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Proctor Place 
and Harrison Ave.

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Proctor Place 
and Harrison Ave.

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Harrison 
Ave. and Central Ave.

Near southern end of 
Proctor Place; West side of 
path

Fl
yn

n
 A

ve
. 

T
o

 H
ar

ri
so

n
 A

ve
.

COLLOCATE w/ W.3

OPTIONAL; MUTCD W8-
10p could also be used; 
COLLOCATE w/ W8-10.2

At north end of bridge 
south of Proctor Place

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Harrison 
Ave. and Central Ave.

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Harrison 
Ave. and Conger Ave.

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(East-facing)
VD-503.8 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.8 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.15 Island Line
D1-1b.16 Burlington Bikeway

(West-facing)
VD-503.9 [Bike Route Marker] Champlain 

Bikeway
M7-1.9 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.17 Island Line
D1-1b.18 Burlington Bikeway

(North-facing)
D.7 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Harrison Ave. [Street Xing]
Oakledge Park 
Restrooms 
Champlain Parkway Path 
(South-facing)
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Harrison Ave. [Street Xing]
Roundhouse Park  
Perkins Pier  
Waterfront Park  
Restrooms  

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Harrison 
Ave. and Conger Ave.

Western end of Harrison 
Ave.; South side of street

Double-sided; Near 
intersection of path and 
Harrison Ave.; West side of 
path

Fl
yn

n
 A

ve
. 

T
o

 H
ar

ri
so

n
 A

ve
. (

co
n

ti
n

u
ed

)
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
W.4 CAUTION On-Road Path Ahead

(South-facing)
W1-3.1 [90˚ curves symbol]

(North-facing)
W1-3.2 [90˚ curves symbol]

(North-facing)
D.8 Roundhouse Park [ID Panel]

Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Oakledge Park  
Restrooms  
So. Burlington  
(South-facing)
Roundhouse Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Perkins Pier/Restrooms 
Waterfront Park/Restrooms 
Skate Park 
North Beach 
(South-facing)

D.9 Roundhouse Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Perkins Pier/Restrooms  
Ferry to New York State 
Waterfront Park 
Restrooms 
(East-facing)

D.10 Roundhouse Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Perkins Pier/Restrooms 
Roundhouse Park  
Oakledge Park  
So. Burlington  

N
o

rt
h

 o
f 

H
ar

ri
so

n
 A

ve
. t

o
 R

o
u

n
d

h
o

u
se

 P
ar

k

Double-sided; Southern 
edge of Roundhouse Park 
(near park ID sign); East 
side of path

South of intersection of 
paths at north end of 
Roundhouse Park; East side 
of path

East of intersection of paths 
at north end of 
Roundhouse Park; North 
side of path

South of sharp corner north 
of Lakeside Ave.

North of sharp corner north 
of Lakeside Ave.

North of intersection of 
path and Harrison Ave.; 
West side of path

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(South-facing)
W.5 [Intersecting paths symbol]

(East-facing)
W.6 [Intersecting paths symbol]

(West-facing)
W1-1.1 [Curve Left symbol]

(North-facing)
W1-1.2 [Curve Right symbol]

(North-facing)
D.11 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Lavally Lane [Street Xing]
Roundhouse Park 
Oakledge Park 
So. Burlington 

N
o

rt
h

 o
f 

H
ar

ri
so

n
 A

ve
. t

o
 R

o
u

n
d

h
o

u
se

 P
ar

k 
(c

o
n

ti
n

u
ed

)

Southeast corner of curve 
at Lavally Lane; Near 
northern end of 
Roundhouse Park; South of 
path

East of intersection of paths 
at north end of 
Roundhouse Park; North 
side of path

South of intersection of 
paths at north end of 
Roundhouse Park; East side 
of path

West of curve at Lavally 
Lane; Near north end of 
Roundhouse Park
North of curve at Lavally 
Lane; Near northern end of 
Roundhouse Park

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(East-facing)
D.12 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Maple Street [Street Xing]
Ferry to New York State 
Waterfront Park/Restrooms 
Roundhouse Park  
Oakledge Park  
(South-facing)

TL.2 Trail Link
Cycle the City 


(North-facing)

TL.3 Trail Link
Cycle the City  
(South-facing)

R1-1.3 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.4 STOP

(East-facing)
W11-1.4 [Bicycle symbol]
VW265-
XING.3

[Supplemental plaque]

(South-facing)
W.7 SLOW Congested Area

(South-facing)
D.13 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
King Street [Street Xing]
Ferry to New York State  
Waterfront Park 


Restrooms 


North Beach Park 


(South-facing)

R1-1.5 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.6 STOP

N
o

rt
h

 o
f 

R
o

u
n

d
h

o
u

se
 P

ar
k 

to
 U

n
io

n
 S

ta
ti

o
n

East of intersection of path 
and Maple St.; North side 
of street

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
King St.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Maple St.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
King St.

South of intersection of 
path and King St.; East side 
of path
Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
King St.

Special arrow needed due 
to offset continuation of 
path; Streetprint or other 
crosswalk pavement 
markings STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED at this 
intersection

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Maple St.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Maple St.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Maple St.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Maple St.

OPTION for double sided 
sign perpendicular to path

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
D.14 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

King Street [Street Xing]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Ferry to New York State 
Roundhouse Park 


Oakledge Park 


South Burlington 



SK.2 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(East-facing)

W11-1.5 [Bicycle symbol]
VW265-
XING.4

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
W11-1.6 [Bicycle symbol]
VW265-
XING.5

[Supplemental plaque]

(North-facing)
TL.4 Trail Link

Cycle the City  
Champlain Bikeway  
(South-facing)
Trail Link
Cycle the City  
Champlain Bikeway  

N
o

rt
h

 o
f 

R
o

u
n

d
h

o
u

se
 P

ar
k 

to
 U

n
io

n
 S

ta
ti

o
n

 (
co

n
ti

n
u

ed
)

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
King St.

East of intersection of path 
and King St.; North side of 
street

Double-sided; At Union 
Station; East side of path

West of intersection of path 
and King St.; North side of 
street

At intersection of path and 
King St.; West side of path; 

Kiosk at this location serves 
ferry users

Special arrow needed due 
to offset continuation of 
path; Streetprint or other 
crosswalk pavement 
markings STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED at this 
intersection

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(South-facing)
R1-1.7 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.8 STOP

(North-facing)
W.8 SLOW Congested Area

LK.2 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(North-facing)

D.15 Waterfront Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
College Street [Street Xing]
Community Boathouse 
Restrooms 
University of Vermont  
Ferry to New York State  
(South-facing)
Waterfront Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
College Street [Street Xing]
Community Boathouse  
Restrooms 
University of Vermont 
North Beach 
(East-facing)

W11-1.7 [Bicycle symbol]
VW265-
XING.6

[Supplemental plaque]

(South-facing)
D.16 Waterfront Park [ID Panel]

Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Bikers, Skaters 
Pedestrians  

C
o

lle
g

e 
S

t.
 t

o
 L

ak
e 

S
t.

East of intersection of path 
and College St.; North side 
of street

At split in path near middle 
of Waterfront Park

Directional sign may not be 
necessary here

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
College St.

Northeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
College St.

May need to be two single-
sided signs; Streetprint or 
other crosswalk pavement 
markings STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED at this 
intersection

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
College St.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
College St.
Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
College St.

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
D.17 Waterfront Park [ID Panel]

Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Pedestrians ONLY 
Bikers, Skaters  
(South-facing)

D.18 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Lake Street [Street Xing]
Fishing Pier 
Old North End (use Depot St.) 
Burlington Dog Park 

 
North Beach 

 
(South-facing)

R1-1.9 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.10 STOP

LK.3 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(North-facing)

D.19 Waterfront Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Lake Street [Street Xing]
Fishing Pier 
Old North End (use Depot St.) 
Ferry to New York State 

 
Oakledge Park 

 
(East-facing)

W11-1.8 [Bicycle symbol]
VW265-
XING.7

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
W11-1.9 [Bicycle symbol]
W16-7p.2 [Arrow]

C
o

lle
g

e 
S

t.
 t

o
 L

ak
e 

S
t.

 (
co

n
ti

n
u

ed
)

West of intersection of path 
and Lake St.; North side of 
street

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Lake St.

Custom arrow needed due 
to offset continuation of 
path; Confirm Depot St. 
street sign is in place

East of intersection of path 
and Lake St.; North side of 
street

Northeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Lake St., near parking area

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Lake St.
Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Lake St.

At north end of Waterfront 
Park; Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Lake St.

Custom arrow needed due 
to offset continuation of 
path; Confirm Depot St. 
street sign is in place

At split in path near north 
end of Waterfront Park

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

D.20 (South-facing)
North Beach [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
North Beach/Restrooms  
Campground 
Burlington High School 
Leddy Park 

LK.4 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(North-facing)

D.21 North Beach [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
North Beach/Restrooms 
Campground  
Burlington High School  
Waterfront Park 
(South-facing)

R1-1.11 STOP

(South-facing)
R1-1.12 STOP

(North-facing)
D.22 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
North Beach Park 
Burlington Dog Park 
Waterfront Park 
Oakledge Park 
(South-facing)
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Leddy Park 
Starr Farm Dog Park 
Winooski River 
Colchester Causeway 

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Kilarney Dr.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
North Beach park road

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
North Beach park road

N
o

rt
h

 B
ea

ch
 t

o
 S

tr
ee

t 
1

4
4

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and  
North Beach park road

Double-sided; Southeast 
corner of intersection of 
path and Kilarney Dr.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Kilarney Dr.

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
R1-1.13 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.14 STOP

(North-facing)
D.23 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Street 144 [Street Xing]
Ethan Allen Park & Tower  
North Beach Park 
Waterfront Park 
Oakledge Park 
(South-facing)
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Street 144 [Street Xing]
Ethan Allen Park & Tower 
North Beach Park 
Waterfront Park 
Oakledge Park 
(East-facing)

VW265-
XING.8

[Supplemental plaque]

N
o

rt
h

 B
ea

ch
 t

o
 S

tr
ee

t 
1

4
4

 (
co

n
ti

n
u

ed
)

East of intersection of path 
and St. 144; North side of 
street

Add to existing W11-1

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and St. 
144 (off Beachcrest Dr.); 
Near Leddy Park

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and St. 
144 (off Beachcrest Dr.); 
Near Leddy Park

Double-sided; Southwest 
corner of intersection of 
path and St. 144 (off 
Beachcrest Dr.); Near 
Leddy Park

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(South-facing)
TL.5 Trail Link

Cycle the City 
(North-facing)

D.24 Leddy Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Arena and Beach 
Retail Area  
North Beach Park 
Waterfront Park 
(South-facing)
Leddy Park [ID Panel]
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Arena and Beach  
Retail Area 
Starr Farm Dog Park 
Winooski River/Delta Park 
(South-facing)

W.9 CAUTION Watch for Traffic

LK.5 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(East-facing)

W11-1.10 [Bicycle symbol]
W16-7p.3 [Arrow]

(West-facing)
W11-1.11 [Bicycle symbol]
W16-7p.4 [Arrow]

(North-facing)
TL.6 Trail Link

Cycle the City  
(East-facing)

W11-1.12 [Bicycle symbol]
W16-7p.5 [Arrow]

(West-facing)
W11-1.13 [Bicycle symbol]
W16-7p.6 [Arrow]

(North-facing)
W.10 CAUTION Watch for Traffic

Le
d

d
y 

P
ar

k

Florescent yellow-green for 
added visibility

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
northern Leddy Park Arena 
access roadEast of intersection of path 
and northern Leddy Park 
Arena access road

Florescent yellow-green for 
added visibility

In advance of intersection 
of path and northern Leddy 
Park Arena access road; 
West side

East of intersection of path 
and southern Leddy Park 
Arena access road

Florescent yellow-green for 
added visibility

West of intersection of path 
and southern Leddy Park 
Arena access road

Florescent yellow-green for 
added visibility

West of intersection of path 
and northern Leddy Park 
Arena access road

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
southern Leddy Park Arena 
access roadDouble-sided; Northeast 
corner of intersection of 
path and southern Leddy 
Park Arena access road

OPTION to publicize food 
and restrooms at Leddy 
Park Arena

In advance of intersection 
of path and southern Leddy 
Park Arena access road; 
East side
Northeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
southern Leddy Park Arena 
access road

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
D.25 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Shore Rd. [Street Xing]
Hunt Middle School 
Leddy Park 
North Beach 
Waterfront Park 
(South-facing)
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Shore Rd. [Street Xing]
Hunt Middle School 
Starr Farm Dog Park 
Winooski River/Delta Park 
Airport Park 
(North-facing)

R1-1.15 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.16 STOP

(East-facing)
VW265-
XING.9

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
VW265-
XING.10

[Supplemental plaque]

(North-facing)
D.26 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Staniford Rd. [Street Xing]
Leddy Park 
North Beach 
Waterfront Park 
Oakledge Park 
(South-facing)
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Staniford Rd. [Street Xing]
Starr Farm Dog Park 
Winooski River 
Delta Park 
Airport Park 

S
h

o
re

 R
d

. 
to

 S
ta

rr
 F

ar
m

 R
d

.

Double-sided; Southwest 
corner of intersection of 
path and Shore Rd.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Shore Rd.
Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Shore Rd.

West of intersection of path 
and Shore Rd.; North side 
of street

Add to existing W11-1

East of intersection of path 
and Shore Rd.; North side 
of street

Add to existing W11-1

Double-sided; Southwest 
corner of intersection of 
path and Staniford Rd.

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(South-facing)
R1-1.17 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.18 STOP

(East-facing)
VW265-
XING.11

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
VW265-
XING.12

[Supplemental plaque]

(South-facing)
R1-1.19 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.20 STOP

(North-facing)
D.27 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Starr Farm Rd. [Street Xing]
Starr Farm Dog Park 
Flynn Elem. School  
North Beach 
Waterfront Park 
(South-facing)
Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Starr Farm Rd. [Street Xing]
Starr Farm Dog Park  
Flynn Elem. School 
Winooski River/Delta Park 
Airport Park 
(East-facing)

VW265-
XING.13

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
VW265-
XING.14

[Supplemental plaque]

SK.3 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)

West of intersection of path 
and Starr Farm Rd.; North 
side of street

Add to existing W11-1

West side of path adjacent 
to Starr Farm Dog Park

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Staniford Rd.

Double-sided; Northwest 
corner of intersection of 
path and Starr Rd.

East of intersection of path 
and Staniford Rd.; North 
side of street

Add to existing W11-1

West of intersection of path 
and Staniford Rd.; North 
side of street

Add to existing W11-1

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Starr Farm Rd.

S
h

o
re

 R
d

. 
to

 S
ta

rr
 F

ar
m

 R
d

. (
co

n
ti

n
u

ed
)

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Staniford Rd.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Starr Farm Rd.

East of intersection of path 
and Starr Farm Rd.; North 
side of street

Add to existing W11-1

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(South-facing)
R1-1.21 STOP

(North-facing)
R1-1.22 STOP

SK.4 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(East-facing)

D.28 Burlington Bikeway [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
North Ave. Ext. [Street Xing]
Mayes Landing/Winooski River 
Airport Park 
Colchester Causeway 
Waterfront Park  
(South-facing)

R.1 No Jumping or Diving from 
Bridge
(North-facing)

R.2 No Jumping or Diving from 
Bridge

South end of Winooski 
River bridge; East side of 
path

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
North Ave. Ext.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
North Ave. Ext.

N
o

rt
h

 A
ve

. E
xt

. 
to

 D
el

ta
 P

ar
k,

 W
in

d
er

m
er

e 
W

ay Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
North Ave. Ext.

North end of Winooski River 
bridge; East side of path

Southwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
North Ave. Ext.

OPTION for double sided 
sign

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(Northeast-facing)
PD.1 Rec Path Parking at Airport 

Park Only
[Parking symbol]  
(Northwest-facing)

PD.2 Rec Path Parking at Airport 
Park Only
[Parking symbol]  
(Northwest-facing)

PD.3 Rec Path Parking at Airport 
Park Only
[Parking symbol]  
(Southwest-facing)

PD.4 Rec Path Parking at Airport 
Park Only
[Parking symbol] 
(Southeast-facing)

PD.5 Rec Path Parking at Airport 
Park Only
[Parking symbol]  
(Northeast-facing)

D.29 Delta Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Windermere Way [Street Xing]

Delta Park 
North Beach 
Oakledge Park 
Waterfront Park 
(Southwest-facing)
Delta Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Windermere Way [Street Xing]

Delta Park  
Airport Park 
Restrooms 
Causeway Park 

SK.5 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips".)
(Southwest-facing)

R.3 Entering Residential Area
Please Stay On Designated 
Path

D
el

ta
 P

ar
k,

 W
in

d
er

m
er

e 
W

ay
 t

h
ro

u
g

h
 B

u
ck

in
g

h
am

 D
r.

At private beach parking 
area on Horizon View Dr.

At intersection of 
Windermere Way and 
Horizon View Dr.; East side 
of Windermere Way
At entrance to Colchester 
Pt. Access Area on 
Windermere Way

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Windermere 
Way and Biscayne Hts.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Windermere 
Way and Colchester Pt. Rd.

North end of elevated path 
north of Winooski River 
bridge; West side of path

North end of elevated path 
north of Winooski River 
bridge; West side of path

On Windermere Way, 
between Horizon View Dr. 
and Colchester Pt. Access 
Area

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(Southwest-facing)
VD-
503.10

[Bike Route Marker]

M7-1.10 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.19 Island Line

(Northeast-facing)
VD-
503.11

[Bike Route Marker]

M7-1.11 [Arrow] 
D1-1b.20 Island Line

(East-facing)
VW265-
XING.15

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
VW265-
XING.15

[Supplemental plaque]

(Southwest-facing)
VD-
503.12

[Bike Route Marker]

M7-1.12 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.21 Island Line

(Northwest-facing)
VD-
503.13

[Bike Route Marker]

M7-1.13 [Arrow] 
D1-1b.22 Island Line

(Northwest--facing)
R.4 Entering Residential Area

Please Stay On Designated 
Path
(Southeast-facing)

R.5 Entering Residential Area
Please Stay On Designated 
Path
(Northeast-facing)

VD-
503.14

[Bike Route Marker]

M7-1.14 [Arrow]  
D1-1b.23 Island Line

(North-facing)
W11-2.1 [Pedestrian symbol]
W16-7p.7 [Arrow]

(South-facing)
W11-2.2 [Pedestrian symbol]
W16-7p.8 [Arrow]

D
el

ta
 P

ar
k,

 W
in

d
er

m
er

e 
W

ay
 t

h
ro

u
g

h
 B

u
ck

in
g

h
am

 D
r.

 (
co

n
ti

n
u

ed
)

At crosswalk at intersection 
of Biscyane Hts. And 
Buckingham Dr.; West side 
of street

Florescent yellow-green for 
added visibility

At crosswalk at intersection 
of Biscyane Hts. And 
Buckingham Dr.; East side 
of street

Florescent yellow-green for 
added visibility

On Windermere Way at 
entrance to Colchester Pt. 
Access Area; East side of 
path

On Windermere Way at 
entrance to Colchester Pt. 
Access Area; North side of 
path

Northeast corner of 
intersection of Windermere 
Way and Biscayne Hts.

On Windermere Way at 
entrance to Colchester Pt. 
Access Area; East side of 
path

Add to existing W11-1; 
OPTION to replace [W11-
1]/[VW265-XING] w/ [W11-
2]/[W16-7p]

On Windermere Way at 
entrance to Colchester Pt. 
Access Area; North side of 
path

Add to existing W11-1; 
OPTION to replace [W11-
1]/[VW265-XING] w/ [W11-
2]/[W16-7p]

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Windermere 
Way and Biscayne Hts.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of Biscayne 
Hts. and Buckingham Dr.

On Biscayne Hts. Sign may not be necessary

On Biscayne Hts. Sign may not be necessary

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(South-facing)
R1-1.23 STOP

(South-facing)
TL.7 Trail Link

Lake Champlain Bikeway 

D
el

ta
 P

ar
k,

 W
in

d
er

m
er

e 
W

ay
 t

h
ro

u
g

h
 B

u
ck

in
g

h
am

 
D

r.
 (

co
n

ti
n

u
ed

)

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Buckingham 
Dr. and Colchester Pt. Rd.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of Buckingham 
Dr. and Colchester Pt. Rd.

OPTION for IL Directional 
instead of Trail Link 
(Rossetti Natural Area, 
Mallett's Bay messages to 
be considered)

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
R1-1.24 STOP

(East-facing)
D.30 Airport Park [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]] 
(East-facing)

D.31 Airport Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
[Directional [Arrow]]  


(South-facing)

D.32 Airport Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Colchester Pt. Rd. [Street Xing]

Restrooms 
Colchester Causeway 
Ferry to S. Hero (with 
changeable time/date panel)



Allen Point (Ferry access only) 

LK.6 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips" and trail ferry information)

(East-facing)
VW265-
XING.17

[Supplemental plaque]

(West-facing)
VW265-
XING.18

[Supplemental plaque]

(Southeast-facing)
PD.6 Rec Path Parking at Airport 

Park Only
[Parking symbol]  
(North-facing)

R.6 Entering Residential Area
Please Stay On Designated 
Path

In Airport Park Final location TBD; may 
work in conjunction with 
historic Log Schoolhouse

On Colchester Pt. Rd., west 
of Buckingham Dr.

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Colchester Pt. Rd.; at exit 
from Airport Park; West 
side of path

West of intersection of path 
and Buckingham 
Dr./Colchester Pt. Rd.; 
North side of street

Add to existing W11-1; 
RELOCATE further west on 
Colchester Pt. Rd.

East of intersection of path 
and Buckingham 
Dr./Colchester Pt. Rd.; 
North side of street

Add to existing W11-1; 
RELOCATE further east on 
Colchester Pt. Rd.

A
ir

p
o

rt
 P

ar
k

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Colchester Pt. Rd.

Northeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Colchester Pt. Rd.; at 
entrance to Airport Park; 
East side of path

Confirmatory restroom ID 
recommended on building

At eastern edge of parking 
area in Airport Park

Confirmatory Directional

At entrance to path from 
western edge of parking 
area in Airport Park

Confirmatory Directional

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(Northwest-facing)
D.33 Airport Park [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Colchester Pt. Rd. [Street Xing]

Colchester Bog Natural Area  
Restrooms 
Delta Park 
Burlington 
(Southeast-facing)
Colchester Bog [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Colchester Pt. Rd. [Street Xing]

Colchester Bog Natural Area 
Colchester Causeway 
Ferry to S. Hero (with 
changeable time/date panel)



Allen Point (Ferry access only) 

At intersection of paths in 
Airport Park; West of 
parking area; South side of 
path

A
ir

p
o

rt
 P

ar
k 

(c
o

n
ti

n
u

ed
)

**Further planning and 
design work recommended 
in this corner of Airport 
Park to address safety and 
circulation re: road/path 
crossing, log schoolhouse, 
and parking area
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(Southeast-facing)
R.7 Motor vehicles prohibited 

Violators subject to fine of
$500 Colchester Police Dept.
(Southeast-facing)

R.8 All bikes stay on path

(Southeast-facing)
R.9 Path users must stop before 

crossing

(Southeast-facing)
R1-1.25 STOP

(Northwest-facing)
D.34 Colchester Bog [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Colchester Pt. Rd. [Street Xing]

Colchester Bog Natural Area 
Restrooms 
Airport Park/Log Schoolhouse 
Burlington 
(Southeast-facing)
Causeway Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Colchester Pt. Rd. [Street Xing]

Colchester Causeway 
Ferry to S. Hero (with 
changeable time/date panel)



Allen Point (Ferry access only) 
Canada (future) 
(Southeast-facing)

PD.7 Rec Path Parking at Airport 
Park Only
[Parking symbol] 
No parking beyond this point

(South-facing)
VW265-
XING.19

[Supplemental plaque]

(North-facing)
VW265-
XING.20

[Supplemental plaque]

C
au

se
w

ay
 P

ar
k

Add to existing W11-1

At barricade on path at 
small parking area on 
Colchester Pt. Rd.

South of intersection of 
path and Colchester Pt. 
Rd.; East side of path

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Colchester Pt. Rd.; North 
side of path

South of intersection of 
path and Colchester Pt. 
Rd.; East side of path

Southwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Colchester Pt. Rd.; South 
side of path

At entrance to parking area 
south of path on Colchester 
Pt. Rd.; East side of road

East of intersection of path 
and Colchester Pt. Rd.; East 
side of road

Add to existing W11-1

East of intersection of path 
and Colchester Pt. Rd.; 
West side of road

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(Northwest-facing)
R1-1.26 STOP

(Southeast-facing)
R.10 Please keep right

(North-facing)
R.11 Please keep right

SK.6 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips" and trail ferry information)

SK.7 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips" and trail ferry information)

D.35 (South-facing)
Causeway Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Allen Point (Ferry access only) 
South Hero Village(Ferry access 
only)



Canada (future) (Ferry access 
only) 



(North-facing)
Causeway Park [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Airport Park 
Restrooms 
Delta Park 
Burlington 
(North-facing)
[Trail Ferry Information]

(North-facing)
[Trail Ferry Information]SPECIAL 

SIGN

Semi-permanent sign 
displaying ferry info until 
kiosk is implemented

At Ferry to New York State 
at "the cut"; West side of 
path

At south edge of "the cut" Semi-permanent sign 
displaying ferry info until 
kiosk is implemented

Northwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Colchester Pt. Rd.

C
au

se
w

ay
 P

ar
k/

A
lle

n
 P

o
in

t 
C

au
se

w
ay

On north side of "the cut"; 
West side of path

Near south end of 
Colchester Causeway; East 
side of path

At Ferry to New York State 
on south side of "the cut"; 
East side of path

At north edge of "the cut"

Near north end of 
Colchester Causeway; West 
side of path

SPECIAL 
SIGN

Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(North-facing)
D.36 Allen Point [ID Panel]

Island Line [ID Panel]
Causeway Park (Ferry access 
only)



Airport Park (Ferry access only) 

Delta Park (Ferry access only) 
Burlington (Ferry access only) 
(South-facing)
Allen Point [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
South Hero Village 
Canada (future) 

SK.8 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips" and trail ferry information 
and Allen Pt. Regulations)
(North-facing)

D.37 Allen Point [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Martin Rd. [Street Xing]
Allen Point 
Airport Park (Ferry access only) 

Causeway Park (Ferry access 
only)



Burlington (Ferry access only) 
(South-facing)
Allen Point [ID Panel]
Island Line [ID Panel]
Martin Rd. [Street Xing]
Round Pond Natural Area 
So. Hero Marsh Trail 
South Hero Village 
Canada (future) 

A
lle

n
 P

o
in

t 
A

cc
es

s 
A

re
a 

to
 (

fu
tu

re
) 

S
o

u
th

 H
er

o
 V

il
la

g
e 

At Allen Point Access Area 
parking area; East side of 
path

At Allen Point Access Area 
parking area; West side of 
path

OPTION for south-facing 
directionals to Round Pond 
and So. Hero Marsh Trail; 
Confirmatory sign 
necessary for Round Pond 
at Landon Rd.; 
Confirmatory sign 
necessary for Marsh Trail  
at W. Shore Rd. Rd.

Southwest corner of 
intersection of path and 
Martin Rd.

OPTION for north-facing 
special panel to display 
ferry info and ferry 
accessible destinations until 
kiosk is implemented; 
Confirmatory sign 
necessary for Round Pond 
at Landon Rd.; 
Confirmatory sign 
necessary for Marsh Trail  
at W. Shore Rd. Rd.;
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 9. PROPOSED SIGN SCHEDULE

No. MESSAGE LOCATION NOTES

East of intersection of path 
and Austin Dr.; North side 
of street

A
u

st
in

 D
ri

ve
/O

ak
le

d
g

e 
P

ar
k 

to
 F

ly
n

n
 A

ve
. 

(Northwest-facing)
R1-1.27 STOP

LK.7 (Kiosk panels to be designed. 
Information to include "safety 
tips" and trail ferry information 
and Allen Pt. Regulations)
(West-facing)

VD-
503.15

[Bike Route Marker] Island Line

M7-1.15 [Arrow]  
(West-facing)

VD-
503.16

[Bike Route Marker] Island Line

M7-1.16 [Arrow] 
(North-facing)

TL.7 Trail Link
Champlain Bikeway 
(South-facing)
Trail Link
Champlain Bikeway  
(North-facing)

TL.8 Trail Link
Champlain Bikeway  
(South-facing)
Trail Link
Champlain Bikeway 
(North-facing)

TL.9 Trail Link
Champlain Bikeway  


(South-facing)
Trail Link
Champlain Bikeway 

 
(North-facing)

D.38 Island Line [ID Panel]
Allen Point Access Area
Airport Park (Ferry access only) 

Causeway Park (Ferry access 
only)



Burlington (Ferry access only) 

A
lle

n
 P

o
in

t 
A

cc
es

s 
A

re
a 

to
 (

fu
tu

re
) 

S
o

u
th

 H
er

o
 V

ill
ag

e 
(c

o
n

ti
n

u
ed

)

Southwest corner of 
intersection of Martin Rd. 
and South St.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Martin Rd.

Double-sided; Intersection 
of South St. and Whipple 
Rd.

Southeast corner of 
intersection of path and 
Martin Dr. at proposed 
parking area

Double-sided; Intersection 
of South St. and Rt. 2

Double-sided; Intersection 
of South St. and Landon 
Rd.

Double-sided; Intersection 
of South St. and Rt. 2

Northeast corner of 
intersection of South St. 
and Martin Rd.

OPTION for north-facing 
special panel to display 
ferry info and ferry 
accessible destinations until 
kiosk is implemented; 
OPTION for north-facing 
directionals to Round Pond 
and So. Hero Marsh Trail; 
Confirmatory sign 
necessary for Round Pond 
at Landon Rd.; 
Confirmatory sign 
necessary for Marsh Trail  
at W. Shore Rd. Rd.
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Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
10. Public Participation 131

10. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Public review and input is an important
component of any planning and design
initiative proposed for the public realm.
Garnering the input and insights of users,
residents, local officials and opponents as well
as proponents informs a projects and
improves the outcome by allowing planners to
be more responsive as well as sensitive to the
issues and opportunities associated with
developing a public pathway facility. It should
also be stated that the Steering Committee
which oversaw this program and guided it
through its development provided an
excellent representation of the cross section of
constituencies with and interest in and
responsibility for this undertaking. As such,
these individuals represented, in part, the
public and were vital to the planning and
design process and will continue to be
individuals and organizations important to
the successful implementation of the program
as it has been laid out in this plan.

a. Recounts of Public Meetings and
Information Distributed

Preparing for Public Meeting
This is a summary of ideas developed in
preparation for a series of public meetings to
introduce the Island Line concept, and obtain
public input for the Island Line Sign and
Amenities Plan. Three initial meetings (one in
each member municipality) were suggested.
Three meetings for final input and support
from each municipality would follow after the
draft plan has been fully developed.

Brainstorming Ideas for Public
Participation Events:

Option A. Evening Meetings - In each
municipality with keynote speakers,
entertainment, food and presentation.
Includes detailed presentation of historic
background information. Small group work
sessions to generate ideas.

To Be Determined: Who will speak? –
historian, recreation expert, etc. Time

and place for the event needs to be
finalized. Agenda could be: 1) Intro /
concept / program / speaker; 2)
present inventory; 3) present designs;
4) small group discussions; 5)
reconvene whole group; 6) summary &
next steps.

Option B. A Walk and Ride Tour - during
the daytime along the Island Line path in each
of the three municipal sections, includes site-
specific mock-up signs placed along the
pathway; small groups led by a steering
committee member and/or the consultants.

Questions: Should each walk tour be
held on a weekend day or early
evening to target most users? Should it
combine a pre-tour or post-tour
summary meeting to generate input?
In case of rain alternative?

Additional Steps:
A. Public Survey – distributed along with
the newsletter (see below) to obtain initial
public input

Question: What does the Island Line
Signing Committee need to know
about public interest and public
feeling towards the proposed Island
Line Corridor and signage and
amenities.

B. Local Media – what is the best way to
publicize and promote the Island Line
corridor in each community?

To Do: Identify media outlets which
best serve each municipality –
Burlington, Colchester, South Hero –
How best to publicize the Island Line
and public participation events? 1)
News release to all media; 2) Radio
PSA; 3) poster / newsletter / mailer.

We want to ensure that we take the most
effective steps in order to generate public
input, interest, and support for the Island
Line concept.
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 This poster was created by LandWorks to advertise the Island Line Bike and Walk Meeting held
on July 14, 2004.
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Island Line Bike and Walk Meeting
Summary

Three events were held as part of the public
process developed for the Island Line Signage
and Amenities Plan. The first event, “The
Island Line Bike and Walk”, planned in a
central location so as to serve all three
communities involved in the project, was held
in the open air shelter at Airport Park in
Colchester on July 14, 2004 and was designed
to 1) engage the community, 2) unveil the
preliminary designs for the project and
3) gather feedback and comments with regard
to the designs and the overall management of
the route. The event was well attended and
included presentations by the consultant, a
question and answer period and an actual
short field trip where participants were
encouraged to bicycle and/or walk a short
segment of the route to look at full size
“mock-up” signs and to experience some of
the issues firsthand. The results of this first
gathering were reviewed and analyzed for
their applicability to and incorporation in the
final plan. Participants enjoyed the
opportunity to see the proposed signs along
the route and the application of the proposed
logo. Positive feedback was garnered for the
design approach and design concepts. The
meeting did yield some strong feelings about
the safety and management of the pathway,
particularly as the route wound its way
through well developed neighborhoods. User
education was highlighted as an issue to
govern and/or encourage appropriate
behavior of the pathway travelers. An article
in the Burlington Free Press provided some
insights and further information about the
event.

“I think it’s an excellent asset and a
wonderful contribution to the community,”
said Colchester resident Pam Loranger. “It
just needs to be managed properly.” (Welch,
Victoria. “Trail Safety a Priority.” Burlington
Free Press 15 July 2004: 2B)

Burlington Parks and Recreation
Commission Meeting Summary

The identity and designs of the Island Line
Sign and Amenities Plan were presented to
members of the Burlington Parks and
Recreation Commission, as well as the
attending public at their monthly meeting on
the evening of October 19, 2004 at The
Burlington Public Works building on 645 Pine
Street in Burlington.

David Raphael, project consultant from
LandWorks presented the overall design for
signs, the logo and the amenities proposed.
The commissioners and the public were very
receptive to the project and the designs.
Discussions centered around the need, if any,
for additional public restrooms in outdoor
locations, as well as the means by which the
city could implement aspects of the program.
Some dedication of capital budgets to the
project was a consideration along with the
idea that Parks personnel could fabricate and
install some of the sign components of the
system. The local parks and recreation
commission, as well as the parks department
will be critical players in the development of
the Island Line and thus it was important to
inform them of the progress of the project and
the intended outcomes.

Colchester Selectboard Meeting

The identity and designs of the Island Line
Sign and Amenities Plan were presented to
members of the Colchester Selectboard, as
well as the attending public at their monthly
meeting on the evening of November 9, 2004
at the Colchester Meeting House on Main
Street in Colchester.

Matt Heywood, project consultant from
LandWorks presented the overall design for
signs, the logo and the amenities proposed.
Members of the Selectboard were generally
receptive to the project and the designs.
Initial discussion focused on the name Island
Line and whether it was appropriate to the
entire path.  Brian Costello from Local Motion
citied historical references regarding the
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significance of the name, putting the issue to
rest. Further discussion focused almost
entirely on the logo and individual town and
park identities. Some selectboard and parks
committee members felt Colchester and its
causeway were not strongly represented by
the image. LandWorks described the design
collaborative, how the logo came to be, what it
represents, how it can link path segments, and
how it can be marketed. LandWorks agreed to
make minor revisions to address the identity
of individual communities by adding town
names, adding collectability to marketing
potential. Broad support of the path and the
identity is critical if the plan is to be
implemented, each town wants to be sure
their parks and contributions are not lost
under the umbrella of the Island Line.
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b. Press and Publicity
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11. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND
IMPLEMENTATION

a. Implementation and Funding

The most important and critical first step for
the Island Line project is to have the plan
accepted and adopted by the stakeholders
of/for the project.
The local residents and officials of the
involved communities as well as the local
entities and state agencies who own the land
or who will build and install the Line’s sign
and amenity infrastructure must be fully
invested in the project goals and outcomes.

Implementing the Island Line Signage and
Amenities Plan will be also be accomplished
through the concerted and coordinated efforts
of the “consortium” of interested and involved
municipalities, agencies and organizations.
The Island Line Sign and Amenities Plan
Steering Committee was comprised of
individuals who represented these
constituencies and included:

Agency of Natural Resources Department of
Fish and Wildlife
City of Burlington
Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning
Organization (CCMPO)
Town of Colchester
Lake Champlain Basin Program
Lake Champlain Bikeways
Local Motion
Town of South Hero
Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans)
Winooski Valley Park District

It is proposed that this consortium sustain
their informal organization long enough to
determine who will provide leadership for the
next phase of the project, which will be
focused, in part, on implementing this plan as
well as formalizing or creating new segments
of the route and pathway system. It can then
be determined who will seek funding and
from what sources.

For example, park and recreation
commissions or committees will need to
prioritize their commitment to the Island Line
initiative along with the other programs and
activities they are responsible for. They can
then allocate resources or support grant
applications for the Island Line’ s next phase
of development. Local and state governments
will have to continue their support not only on
a financial and programmatic basis, but also
on an advocacy basis. Local Motion may
continue to serve as the catalyst for the
implementation of the Island Line “on the
ground”, but all this will have to be delineated
and agreed upon by the involved parties.
Therefore, to summarize, several key steps
will need to be taken to begin the
implementation process.

First Steps for Implementation

1. Plan adoption by stakeholders.

2. Determine the form and format for an
ongoing group to oversee and implement this
plan. In other words, should the Steering
Committee for this phase of the project stay
intact and continue on a predetermined
interval to meet in order to implement the
project? Or should one entity take control and
forward the project, organizing and involving
the other involved parties?

3. Develop priorities for implementation with
the cost for different components in hand. As
part of this step, a realistic phasing for the
project should be developed. This report
recommends that the directional and identity
elements be of the highest priority for
implementation in order to get the Island
Line program into the public eye and as the
key element to link the disparate parts and
geographies associated with the system as it is
currently conceived.

4. Secure some form of funding to initiate a
first phase for the project.
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Project Cost

Implementing Island Line signs and
amenities will require funding through grants
and other awards as well as local
commitments. The greatest economy of scale
will be achieved if the entire path is addressed
under one bid process.

Total implementation cost is estimated to be
$469,000. Of that total, current shares in
Burlington, Colchester and South Hero are
estimated to be:
Burlington: $286,737
Colchester: $111,576
South Hero: $70,687

“Ballpark” costs for particular elements are
estimated at:
Directional Sign: $1000 each
Large Kiosk: $7000 each
Small Kiosk: $3000 each
Pause Places: $12,000 each
(including stone wall, double sided bench,
interpretive element, (hardscaping,
landscaping, bike racks)
Restroom structure: $9,000 each
(not including port-o-let)

More detailed cost estimates are available
upon request.

Note that only a formal bid process will yield
exact costs, with pricing responsive to
fluctuating market values of materials
required. Again, the larger the
implementation bid request, the greater the
savings. If materials can be purchased in large
quantities and elements produced en mass,
total cost can be reduced. In addition, value
engineering should not be overlooked.
Opportunities to fine tune sign and amenity
details and reduce associated costs will exist
during the bid process and with specific
fabricator selection. Further economy can be
achieved with installations by public works
departments coordinated with the selected
fabricator.

Funding Options

There is no question that the Island Line
concept, to come to fruition, will rely in part
on the visual identity of the pathway and its
associated elements. Thus the logo, the sign
system, and a continuous, coordinated and
connected system of amenities will help
immeasurably to establish the pathway and its
presence in the landscape. In order to
implement various aspects of the elements
forwarded in this plan, at least three sources
of funding will need to be considered:

1. Capital budgeting and town by town
installations. It is recommended that
individual communities dedicate some of
their annual budget to the fabrication and
installation of the Island Line Signage and
Amenities Plan. This approach will be
important as one piece of the implementation
“puzzle”, not only for the funding, but for the
commitment to the program.

2. Fundraising. Local Motion has experience
with this approach, but again, the consortium,
or leadership for this project can develop
some means for fundraising to support this
project. It could begin with selling beautiful,
multicolored Island Line Logo T-shirts as a
means to raise funds, but could also include
initiatives such as  “Donate a Bench”, “Donate
a Sign or Marker” wherein individuals could
contribute to the purchase and installation of
distinct components and receive recognition
for same. Local philanthropies could also be
contacted with the right approach for funding
this initiative, which is after all, based in part
on a healthy living, quality of life type
philosophy and rationale.

3. Grant Programs. There are a number of
applicable and appropriate grant programs to
consider for funding the signage and
amenities package. This document will serve
as an excellent basis for submitting such
requests along with a specific list of items and
elements to be funded. The cost estimate can
provide a basis for determining the amount to
be requested from any one grant program,
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and the applications will have to be tailored to
fit within the grant program guidelines and
funding amounts available. A listing of
potential grant programs applicable to this
type of project is provided below.

Applicable Grant Programs

The Vermont Recreation Trails Grant
Program available through the Department
of Forests, Parks, and Recreation (FPR)
provides funds to local governments,
community volunteer groups, educational
institutions, civic groups, or approved non-
profit organizations wishing to implement
recreation trail projects. Funds may be used
to perform certain recreation trail activities or
to provide training, to develop a trail, or to
purchase educational materials or tools. The
program is announced in September with
grant applications due in January. Approval
of funding is announced March through June.
Approximately $300,000 is expected to be
available for competitive grants in the federal
fiscal year 2005. Mini grants of up to $500
are also available. The program is a
reimbursement program. Grant funds may
reimburse up to 80% of the total project cost
with a minimum sponsor match of 20%.

The Transportation Enhancement
Program through the Agency of
Transportation provides grants for projects
that enhance the transportation system
including: sidewalks, bike paths (on and off
road), bike and pedestrian bridges and
underpasses, programs designed to encourage
walking and bicycling, improvements such as
street furniture, lighting, public art and
landscaping, and more. In 2004 the program
was announced in May. Letters of Intent were
due in June followed by a mandatory TE
training session and then an August
application deadline. Vermont’s
Transportation Enhancements grant awards
are a minimum of $10,000 (Awards greater
than $300,000 are rare.). The program is
comprised of 80% Federal and 20% local
funding.

The Bicycle and Pedestrian Program
through the Agency of Transportation
provides monies for projects that improve the
environment for bicycles and pedestrians in
Vermont. Funding is divided between two
categories: (1) Technical Assistance for
preliminary planning of potential projects and
(2) Project Construction for design,
acquisition of right-of-way and construction
of approved bike and pedestrian projects. The
application submission deadline for 2004 was
in October. Two million dollars is available for
Project Construction. To be eligible for
funding in this category, projects must have
completed the preliminary planning stage and
have a completed feasibility study or
equivalent study. The programs comprised of
80% Federal, 10% state, and 10% local
funding.
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Relocate street sign to intersection with Battery St.

Replace stop signs north and south of intersection

Relocate congested area sign further south
Replace with Island Line regulatory sign

Remove green and white directional signs
(5 signs at this intersection with single message)
Add Island Line directional signs north and south 
of intersection

In this short section, the sign plan calls to replace (5) directional signs repeating one single message with (2) 
comprehensive directional signs; (3) signs will be replaced and re-posted; and (1) sign will be removed.  To 
further improve conditions and reduce clutter, the plan recommends that the street sign be relocated and Street-
print® be added to provide a well defined path through this non-aligned crossing.  [Net removal of (4) signs]

Existing Conditions At King St. Crossing

Visual Simulation Of Improvements

Add Streetprint to path

Remove unnecessary warning sign

b. Implementation Case Studies
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Option to remove bikeway post
Island Line directional will display bikeway identification

Remove sign; Replace with new Island Line warning sign; 
Add traffic warning crossing message

Remove signs; Replace with Trail Link directional;
Relocate closer to intersection

Consider replacing the aging Leddy Park Arena sign; 
Relocate further west (to the right in the photograph); 
Remove directional component; To be replaced by Island 
Line directional

Add traffic stop sign (both sides of path intersection)

Remove sign; Replace with Island Line regulatory sign at 
more appropriate location

Remove sign; Replace with Trail Link directional in 
advance of intersection

Typical Sign Clutter (Shown At Entrance To Perkins Pier On Maple St.)

Clutter Reduction
These two examples show opportunities to reduce sign clutter, improve safety, and reinforce the Island Line 
identity by organizing messages, improving sign placement, and replacing signs with new Island Line design 
standards.

These (3) signs should be incorporated into (1); or the 
enter/exit sign could be relocated and the parking and 
closed to vehicles information could be combined into a 
single regulatory sign

Existing Conditions At Leddy Park (Southern Access Road To Leddy Park Arena)
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Existing Conditions At Western Edge Of Airport Park Parking Area

Remove (3) signs with 
redundant, overlapping, 
messages

Add Island Line regulatory sign in advance of intersection

Remove (4) directional signs with redundant, out-dated 
message and confusing arrows; To be replaced by (1) 
double-sided Island Line Directional

At this key access point, the sign plan calls to replace (7) directional and informational signs repeating only two 
messages, one of which is out-dated, with (1) “trailhead” sign and (1) double-sided comprehensive directional 
sign.  A regulatory sign will also be added in advance of crossing into the neighboring residential area.
[Net removal of (5) signs]

Visual Simulation Of Improvements

Add Island Line Confirmatory Directional to point 
the way onto the path, a second sign like this will be 
considered at the eastern edge of the parking area
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Existing Conditions At Southern Entrance To Airport Park

Visual Simulation Of Improvements

Remove difficult to read, paper sign 
located on road shoulder

Add comprehensive Island Line Directional, located 
safely inside park boundary beyond road shoulder

Remove “directional” sign with no arrow

At this major road crossing and intersection with another route, the sign plan calls to replace (2) directional 
and informational signs, one of which is difficult to read and precariously located and the other of which fails to 
direct the visitor, with (1) single-sided comprehensive directional sign.  A confirmatory restroom ID sign is rec-
ommended on the restroom building.  The plan also call for a rec. path stop sign at the road crossing, collocated 
with a clear link to Lake Champlain Bikeways route, which bikers often loose sight of at this point.   [Net gain 
of (2) signs due to current lack of information]

Add restroom identification sign

Add recreation path oriented stop sign and Lake 
Champlain Bikeways Trail Link at intersection, in 
accordance with Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices (MUTCD) standards
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Solution
Island Line Parking Directional signs will point the way along Windermere Way to Colchester Pt. Rd. and then 
to Airport Park.  With the addition of street signs and the retrofitting the Airport Park identification sign with 
a parking message the designated parking area will be easy to find even for those unfamiliar with the area, 
therefore relieving Delta Park, the Fish & Wildlife Access Area, and the neighborhood of their parking burden.

Parking Issue
Signs of two different designs (one of which very small) prohibit parking for the path in the Colchester Point 
Access/Delta Park/Horizon View Dr. area, yet both designs lack directional information to the designated park-
ing area at Airport Park.  Complicating the issue further is the lack of street signs labeling Windermere Way.

Small sign on railing at Delta Park entrance

Sign at private beach parking area on Horizon View Dr.

Small sign below Colchester Pt. Access identification sign

Sign at intersection of Windermere Way/Horizon View Dr.

Existing Conditions At Delta Park, Horizon View Dr., Windermere Way
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c. Postscript

The time has come for the vision of the Island
Line to be translated into reality. A January
20th, 2005 editorial in the Burlington Free
Press summed it up this way: “Proposals for a
multi-use recreational trail through the
Champlain Islands are gaining traction, now
with the support of the area’s four
selectboards. ...It is an attractive idea. Given
the heavy use of the Burlington Bike Path,
with 150,000 users annually, there is
significant potential for tourism through the
islands. “

This initiative, as highlighted in this report,
derives in part from history and the original
Island Line, the scenic Rutland Railroad route
that carried tourists along Lake Champlain to
the islands through the first half of the
twentieth century. A critical component in
making the Island Line a success, and an
experience which is accessible, safe, enjoyable
and memorable to its users, is the
development of its identity, its sense of place
and amenities to guide, educate and serve
both the residents and visitors who will use it.
Thus this work, The Island Line Signage and
Amenities Plan, is forwarded with the distinct
hope and expectation that it will be
implemented as part this important and
timely undertaking. As the editorial
concluded, “Reviving the Island Line is a goal
worth pursuing.”


